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ICOM

Count on us!

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL
Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.

Duplex operation for
increased communication
range using repeater
stations.

A t !com o ur leade rship in CB is built on
innova ti o n . And o nce aga in , ICOM is first
with the latest, the new IC -40GX.
The sma llest handhe ld UHF CB and

facility with separate
user programmable
memory.

the first with built-in SELCALL.
Now when yo u wa nt one-toone, uninterrupted
co mmunicatio n, there's
no need to go to the
extra expense of

Simple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise

retrofitting.
The IC-40GX

saver.

allows yo u to

Feature aHer feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or rece ive
ca lls from a pecific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individua l or group.

for single button speed ca lling. Yo u a lso ge t call-back

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programm ed with its own unique

Th ere's up to a fu ll 5W of output power with a H i/Lo

code and can moni tor continuously, in

transmi ss io n sw itch to conserve power and a power save

quiet mode, until a se lect ive ca ll signal is received.

mode on rece ive. Plus a one touch C hanne l S emerge ncy

You rece ive the calls that are spec ifically for you with no

channel, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes U HF CB
simp le and as conven ient to use as a handp ho ne.

Discover the innovati ve features, the clarity and perfom1ance
of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon.

lcorn Austra lia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: (008) 338 915 Ph: (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 5298485
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SKYSAILOR

Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional cost.

ADDRESSES

Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia
kySailOr appears 12times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the
subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Ecooomy Air), Aus $95 Airmail.
Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations
are all acceptable although the editor
and the HGFA Board reserve the right
to edit or delete contributions where
necessary.
Articles of unkoown origill will NOT
he published All contributions should
be accompanied by the contributor's
name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.

S

ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie J etTery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8um
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour .photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Markel Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
mOllth's Issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to ~ mem bers - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for conun ercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

$225
$150
$ 75
$ 40

All ads must be paid in advance.
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All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative mailers should be sent
to:

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (F AI) through the Australian Sports
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

Hang Gliding Federation or
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jannan
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328
President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, Ph/Fx 065 592713
Mobile: 018 657419
For information about site ratings,
sites and other local mailers, contact
the appropriate state association/region or club.
Southern RegiOll NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923
Northeru NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 029131294
Sec. Ian Duncan
029189962
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
062925302
018625181
Pres. Phil Robinson
SSO. Grant Heaney 062941466

Nih Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740
Pres. Dave Lamont
079 461157
SecITrs: Ron Huxhagen
079552913
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byrne
094449920 H
093167628 W
VicHGA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181
Pres John Twomey
033972612 H
Sec Tony Hughs
052 438245 AH
TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres, West Launreston
7250
Sec. Steve Cameron 003 311561 H
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000
Ph 082130660, Fax 08 2117115
Sec. Steve Hoeffs
08 452487 H
08 2595991 W
Fax
08 2597115 W
PG Convenor
Ken Mitchelhill, 14 Will s Ave,
Mount Waverley Vic 3149, 03
8879173 H, 03 2882497 W, 03
4162676 fax
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COVER PHOTO
Les Bestt flying the Glennies Creek site, over Lake St Clair, NSW

CREDITS

Cartoons
Typing & Layout
Printer

Julius Makk & Ken Le Marquand
Dane Snelling
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

Trike Committee members:
Kevin Milgennis, Convener, 018
181071
Johanne Parniczky, Sec, Newcastle,
Ph 049 307895
Paul Molli son, Certificati on,
Newcastle 049570216
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay
079577142
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
941031 ph/Wtam
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CLUBS
Queensland
Calms HG Club
Pres Warwick Gill
070563333
Sec Kevin Gilligan
070553343
Nev Akers
070512438 W
Capricorn
S kyrlders CI ub Inc
Pres Brian Hampsen
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. Nick Dillane
075991363
Sec. Dean Hone
07 2066597
SSO. Ken Hill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
31 Wilsen St
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan MeGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Da"" Kennedy
079781329

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Pres. Graeme Hall
074497490w
Vice-Pres Ste"" Johnson
074 4612il6
Sec. Pat Roberts
0744152il6
Treas Peter Roberts
074471121
SSO .Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres Brad Coope r
077 792&53
Vi ce-Pres Graham Beplate
077 732913
Sec Robin Dawson
077 890284 H
077 819432 W
SSO Groeme Etherten
077 733580
Gary Rogers
077 792645
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec & SSO Ron Huxhagen
079552913
New South Wales
nYl-on Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Peter Aitken

066853358
Sec. David Sn~th
066843502
SSO. Peter Aitken
066853358
meet 1st Wed ea month
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Garry Moolston
043344866
Sec Paul Gibl:6
043341919
Site Officer Duncan Brown
043342406
2nd Tul'S Tuggerah Lakes
Mem Club
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Patm
06853722il
Sec. Jenny Ganderten
068511533
Tres. Mark Madde n
063622927

063 791310
Great Llkes HGC Inc
Pres. Ji 111 ParSalS
065554077
Sec Ste"" Tinsen
065 558091
065 545700W
SSO. Boh Uarncs
065540416
Illawar.-a lIang
Gliding Club!nc
Meet: Moont. in Top Cafe,
Mt Keira 1st Wed
Pres Gea'ge Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwi ck Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nat haniel
042261377

Christian Flyers
Ian Lcbb
St.nwell Park
042941656

Kosciu sko Alpine
ParagUding Club
Pr. Anne McRitchie
064 576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064 567171

Cudgegong Valley fiG
Club
Sec. Mark C"fe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Barcham

Lower lIIue Mts HG
Club 1m'
Pres. David Middleten
026236% 1
Sec. Mich.1el Shyne

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
HGFA Mel-chandise - Support your spol-tl
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on th e ba ck $19.95
9.00
Cap
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
6.95
4.95
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
2.00
Embroidered badge
2.95

••• Topographic maps for all aI-cas at discount prices

***

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders . Discounts available for bulk purchases_ Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and masterca rd accepted,
phone orders welcome . Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms:
payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock_

HGFA Schedule of Fees
12 months (FULL) M embership
$125
$115
(Nth-NSW) 12 mths FULL Mem bership
$135
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
PHG Pilots Operational Levy
$20
$50
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Rejoining Administrati on Fee
$25
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membershi p (4 months)
$45
$15
Trialiinstructional Flight (TIF) \0 Days total avai !able through in ~ trllctors on ly
(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (Nonfly)
$50
Overseas (sent SAL)
$65
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95
FAI Licence
$5
PI-IG Ops Manual
$15
$10
Camps Manual
L___________________________________________________________________________
Tow Manuals
$5 _
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02 7243405
SSO. Nigel Felten
026282609

057 562255
VHGA rep Peter Roper
037435365

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966

Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
035438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor & Hope
Tav Church St Richmend

Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
SecBitI Olive
049213800 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO. Ross Dunc.an
049431900
Illeet tast Wed Souths
Lea gues Ct ub
Northern Beaches HG
C lub Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim A1ten
029711715
Sec: Ian Duncan
029189962
SSO. Forrest Park
02450267
Stanwetl Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Ncrland
042942474
SSO. Keiran Tapsetl
042942645
meet 7.3Opm 1st Sun
ea month Helensbur gh
Workers' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Cti"" Gilmoor
042941261
Sec Steve Hocki ng
023274484
SydneyPG Club
Pres TIm Geari ng
02 681725
Sec Rob Fakes
015237565
Treas Teny Hudscn
02 5701130
SSO Mark Mitsa;
042674570

Tam w orthiMan.iU a
lICC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

Sky High PG Club
Pres Jeremy Torr
037702775
Sec. Hamish Barker
038884863
1st Wed ea month Retreat
Hotel
226 Nicholsen St
Abbotsford
Western Victorian
liang Gliding Club
Pres_Trevcr Crudi 0
037478752
Tres. Phitlip Campbetl
05342&569
Sec. Nicde Shalders
053 492174
SSO. Rooan Holtkamp
053492845
Ctub meets tast Sat ea
IDcnth at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort
Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabl:le
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob Stevenson
093647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Bastion Sky Bwns
Wyndham WA
Sec. Ste"" Pricr
091 611269 H
091611043 W
091 611279 fax
DalwaUinu IIG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thanpson
093506750 H
094916949 W
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Laogfcrd
091798655 H

Upper Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres Glen 'Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Tri hey
047871480
Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Peter Batchelor
037353095
Andrew Philips
037580091 AH meet 3rd
Wed Ycrk-On-Lilydale,
Lilydale
North East Victorian
IIG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Joon Adams
057572945
Sec Joon Sooitling
057522694
Tre.s & PG GecffWhite
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To begin with, a well done to our pilots who have recently returned
from the Pre-Worlds in Spain, and the Womens Worlds in America. Both
grou~

came 4th in the teams events. Turn to page 18 fo r full results.

Other pilots will be getting ready to participate in the Indonesian
competition which will be followed by the Australian season. And so the
cycle continues! Paul Haines' light hearted article 'So you want to be a
Competition Director' is a fitting one in view of recent discussion in our
magazine on running a comp and also the coming season. It's notan easy
job to run a comp and by putting yourself in the director's shoes, you
might just be able to see the other side of the story.
Godfrey Wennes is writing a series of articles on radios and their
applciation in our sport. I can't wait for the next part; what have gum
leaves got to do with radios??
Two of our pilots talked about complacency, one in a tow situation
and one with triking. Complacency, over-confidence and familiarity all
breed contempt (usually for one's health) and strike when leas t expected.
Many of us have atti mes cursed those pre-fl ight nerves, but in actual fact
they serve a purpose in heigh tening our awareness.
This issue we have stories from two members more removed from
the general flying pop ulation. One out at Lightning Ridge, where I hear

Daniel promises to send more on his flying expeditions in South America,
which I ' m looking forward to.

there is quite a growing community of trike pilots, and one from Chile.

August 1994
18-30

Until next month, safe Circles, Mark Jeffery

Gajah Mungkur Cup, Wonogiri Indonesia

September 1994
24 Sep-l Oct

Eungella Nth Qld

October 1994

TOOWOOMBA

8-15
27-29
29-1 Nov

Canungra Classic
1994/95 HGFAAGM Sydney
Not the Vic Open (PG), Bright
November 1994
28-3 Dec
Nationa l Instructor/Coaching Confer., Canberra

December 1994
2-6
7-11
28-5 Jan

Vic Paragliding Championships, Bright
Corryong Paragliding Cup
Bogong Cup

22 Mansell Street

Corryong Cup
Flatlands Intemationa l HG, Forbes (tow)
Paragliding Flatlands, Forbes
Women's Pre Worlds, Bright
Flatlan ds Intemationa l Paragliding, Forbes (tow)

February 1995
8-15
25-5 Mar
March 1995
10-19
24-26

Australian Paragliding Nationals, Manilla
WA Open (State Champ.) Wongan Hills (tow)

26-10 Feb

August 1994

331559

NHrs 018 718602

Toyota 2H
(current Landcrulser - ex)

Toyota 1HZ
Transmissions
(current Landcrulser - ex)
(Gearbox & Transfer Case-ex

LAND CRUISER

~~
~
"

,

SPARE PARTS

TUrbo kits & ,Installation

*'** NEW and USED ***

NSW State Titles
1995 HGFA Board Planning meeting (EGM),
venue to be decided

* HJ

5th Women's World Championships, Bright

* 80 series parts
* Exchange motors

January 1996

PHONE ...

076

January 1995
16-21
17-26
28-5 Feb
28-5 Feb
28-5 Feb

QUALIFIED MECHANICS
REPAIRS TO 4x4, TRUCKS

* New 2H Diesel Cylinder heads
75 parts

)
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An Open Letter to the Board oj the
HGFA
Re: Conduct of the Board of the HGFA
I am concerned about the way decisions are
being taken by the Board of the HGFA.
I note from HGFA Bulletin #15 that expenditure in excess of $250,000 was approved at
the General Board Meeting held in Ade laide in
April. This expenditure was for Office Equipment, Employees' salaries, Membership Services and Skysailor.
Whilst I am not trying to suggest that any
of these decisions were incorrect, what I am
concerned about is the lack of opportunity for
ordinary members of the Association to have
some input into those decisions. Over half our
total income for the previous year was spent at
this meeting and yet no ordinary member had
the chance to let their local Board representative know what they thought regarding
these proposals.
One example of wha t I consider to be short
sighted on the Board's part was the expenditure
of$2ooo for a computer analyst to examine our
membership data handling requirements.
Whilst, in the scheme of things, $2000 is small
change, I would have thought that there were
hundreds of our members qualified to do this
necessary task and notifying the Board 's intentions in Skysailor just might have brought forward a volunteer and saved some money. I
know there would have been many pilots in
Victoria who would have appreciated the opportunity to have a say on other expenditure and
policy items covered at that meeting.
I urge the board to reconsider its proceed-

ings.
Could I suggest that the HGFA adopt the
successful formula of CIVLand have a detailed
agenda published well in advance in Skysailor
so that we, the individual members, can consider matters to be raised at planned meetings
and have the opportunity to contact our local
Board members for some input.
Ken Milchelhin 63410

Improving the HGFA
Dear Ian
In response to the request on the membership
renewal form, for suggestions on " WHAT
COULD THE HGFA DO TO IMPROVE ITS
SERVICE TO YOU : AT NATIONAL OFFICE, BOARD AND EXECUTIVE LEVEL?
I would like to see the H.G.F.A. nurture a
closer rel ati onship between ourselves and our
mutual colleagues of micro-meteorology and
gliding; the sai lplane pilots, represented by the
GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA.
(G.FA.)
We are parallel sports, sharing thermals
more often these days . Many hang glider pilots
have done, or currently delve into sailplanes,
myself included . Although we would be consciously doing good P.R . for both sides, members of the separate disciplines still suffer a
general mis-understanding and lack of appreciation of the other's activities, capabilities and
enthusiasm.
I hear stories from pilots of both sports,
glancing at the other when circling together,
and wondering what th e other is wondering.
Like 'new kids on the block', their aircraft close
in the same thermal, both are wary of what the

A very short flight (3 seconds) at Port Maquarie. The
right wing tip caught on a low fence. There was no damage to
pilot or glider - photo by Craig Jones
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other is going to do. This, I assume, is born of
ignorance of the performance differences of
their respective craft, and ignorance of the
other's theoretical knowledge versus their adventurous spirit.
I'm not suggesting there is animosity,
we're justnotthat familiar with each other. The
words I've heard most often used by both species ofpilot, to describe the other, is, "Ahhhhh,
I saw those blokes"; "Were those blokes worried about me being there?".
I am attempting to knit closer together my
hang gliding club and GLIDING club in this
area. There is caution from both sides.
One persuasion may tend to think of the
other as, ' nose in the air', spoil t by moneybought technology, high maths and on-board
computers, and drowning in bureaucracy.'
The other may tend to think of the first as,
'THEY blunder around the sky dodging trees
on the side of hills and have a death-wish,
hanging themselves in feeble bits of pipe and
sai lcloth.' Many sailplane pilots would like to
be able to soar more Iike birds as we do in our
craft, but consider hang gliding too risk exclusive to them. Many of us would like to share
their speed and performance in the sky, but
consider gliding is too cost exclusive.
The least of our experiences we could
share, maybe by escaping into the stories of
each other's adventures in articles from each
other's monthly publications, or in a common
soaring publication. Do we already send complementary copies of our publications to the
G.F.A.? (Ed's note: Yes!)
More often these days, we are over-flying
each other's environs. On one occasion here,
both clubs shared a X.C. day turn-point, at
which a sailplane proceeded to land with two
hang gliders after seeing them parked there.
(Sailplane pilots also suffer turnpointsuck.) He
told me that night, that they had picked the best
paddock beside the road, and he would have
someone to talk to, while he waited for a pickup. I was passenger/pilot in an old two seater
this day. We got shut down by the sea breeze
front just after our 2nd turnpoint.
I know there are many more stories of
shared experiences out there. Wi th the poss ibili ty of holding the two WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS here in '96 and ' 98, the opportunity to
build respect in the minds of the Gliding Federa tion's members, the GA. population, and
the communi ty as a whole should not go wanting. Liaising with the G.FA., requesting their
ass istance, as a hang gliding body, rather than
just at local club level; acknowledging their
expertise, may endear our Association, our activities, and our members more to the G.F .A.
body and its members. With the G .FA.'s assistance and its members ' moral backing we
should be most likely to secure, and expertly
run two enjoyable, successful, WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS .
Time has come to gain a greater standing
within the soaring fraternity, let alone the community as a whole .

SKYSAILOR

Perhaps then we all will
soar well above the attitudinal
walls, which shield us from enjoying the awareness of the extentofthe numbers of men and
women enjoyi ng the challenges and exhilarations of
soaring this country.

Graham KOHR, 44366

Dissappointed ...
Dear Editor
Some time ago (over twelve
months), three very enthusiastic paraglider pi lots came along
to a Southern NSW Region Association meeting, to put forward their proposal as to why
the Region should give them
$3000 to assist the m with their
travelling expenses and entry
fees, to enabl e them to compete
in a Paragliding Championships overseas.
The HGFA had previously
refused to help them, however
the Southern NSW Region
willi ngly responded to their re'DON~ 't>f

them on the condition that when they return,
they would give a seminar to each of the region's clubs on their paragliding experiences
while competi ng. This wasn't much to ask for
from our respected fellow paraglider pilots .
But when 3 pilots ask for money, received
it with good wishes, and then don't have the
decency to thank their fellow pilots, by just a
thank you in Skysailor, let alone ring the region
or clubs to arrange their semi nars . Are these
pilots stuck in trees from when their canopies
collapsed during the competitions or are they
just ungrateful #@!%$s?
Come on guys, it's fliers like you who give
paragliders bad names.

Southern NSW Region
NB: In 1993, no grant had been received
from the Sports Commission for the paragliding team due to their low ranking on the international competition circuit. Subsequent to
this, HGFA has adopted a policy to provide
limited funding for international competitors
whether or not a grant has been received from
the Sports Commission.
A n Overseas Note
A Canuck Cluck Cluck to all my Oz flying
buddies. Keep up the club news. I get seriously
miffed when someone forgets to toss in a club
update. C urses! Fly across the Pacific!

CAUCx-~T wlil-lOvT \N~\J~ANC;;:! quirements, not to mention the '
(\
? largeamountof flac kwecoped
\-IRvE 'iO\J '?f.1\1J YOUfl.. \-l.G.r.I'\. ~~fS o over our generosity
. .
Fred Wilson Y
The money was g iven to
Let us, as the younger in the soaring family,
be first to stretch out our hand of friendship in
acknowledgment to our fathers, showing them
we are appreciative of the knowledge that has
become available through their efforts, and,
that we have been forthright enough to forge
with our own accent, our own developments
and achievements.
Small and easy to attach to your car. No mor~ broken wires and drifting
With the approaching 20th century; the improvements in hang gliding pilots achieve• Quick release at full tension for pilot "Safety"
ments (450 kms); glider performance, the
• NON corrosive fluid (no more brake fluid)
coming renaissance of RIGID WINGS and
FOOT LAUNCHABLB 3 AXIS WINGS, I
• Pinch resistant hose (8 metres long)
think it is timely to commence a melding of the
• Gauge standard 0-230 pound FSD
soaring society in Austral ia together into a family.
• No power required
In this commemorative year of
• Can be attached to cars without a tow bar
LAWRENCE HARGRAVES, both bodies,
H.G.FA., and the G.FA. are conducting s imi$249.00 INCLUDES POST
lar commemorative activities, but none, to my
knowledge, are presenting as a whole, both the
Avoid the rush at the F1aUands. Order early
raw edge, hang gliders, and the cutting edge,
and enjoy easier towing days in the paddock.
the peak of developme nt of HARGRAVE'S
experiments, composite sai lplanes. Whatan acWe also sell bridles for:
knowledgment of his dreams and efforts it
Hang gliders. $85
would be, to initiate an affiliation of the AusParagliders • $75
tralian Soaring Bodies.
Since we both are seeking simil ar airspace
usage and rules from the CA.A., as a United
Book early for your TOWING ENDORSEMENT.
Soaring, or Gliding Body, we will have a
Come tow with the Experts.
greater voice at RAPAC meetings. Therefore,
I would like to see FORMAL LIAISON and
CONSULTATION with the G .F.A., in a visible
140 Clarke St Senalla 3672. phone 018574068 or 057 626227
format, (ie.seen to be doing) for members of
both federations .

,-r'S SIMPLlt

Fast acting Hydraulic Tension Meters

in heat.

THE RIGHT ALTITUDE HANG GUDING SCHOOL
for hang gliders and trikes, training and sales

August 1994
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Phone Bill Olive 049 213800 W .

1994 Canungra Classic
Date: 8-15 October, 16 October as reserve
Prize money: $5000 - $10000 cash + major prizes
Venue: Canungra area, SE Queensland
Maximum Entries: 70

Australian Competitions
Victorian Winter Cross Country League
Flights must take place between June and August 1994
Flights must originate in Victoria or in NSW no further north than
Conargo
Pilots must state a) the date offlightand launch point; b) distance of flight
and landing point; c) whether the flight was open distance, declared goal ,
out and return or triangle; and d) how high you got (well, why not!).
Pilots will be scored on their top 5 flights.
Entry is absolutely free!!
If I get some entries, who knows, I may even have prizes (and an entry
fee) next year!
Send entries to: Winter Cross Country League, 15 Clarinda Rd, Essendon
Vic 3040, fax 03 3303007.

Entry fee: $160 includes dinner on presentation night (NOT the same
caterers as last year!), seafood & pasta night, 2 x BBQ, 1st til m, Canungra
Classic stubby cooler and the best fun you've had in ages .
Red Faces Night: start getting your acts ready now.
Real Points Competition: has already commenced.
Refund Policy: If notified prior to closing date (14 August 1994) full
refund less $10 administration costs . Ifnotified after closing date, refund
or part thereof subject to a decision made by the organising commi ttee,
with stich decision being tinal.
Order of Acceptance of Entry: Top 20 seed (from current national ladder)
and then upon receipt of entry fee. After closing date, all entries over 70
to go on reserve list in order of receipt of entry fee. No entries will be
accepted after closing date .
Entry Requirements: Intermediate rating, data back camera, fun personality, fuJI payment of entry fee reQuired to secure position.
Entries close: 14 August 1994
Send entries payable to: Canungra Classic Account, 43 Duncan St,
Canungra Qld 4275.
For more info contact Dave StaverlLinda Riggs 075 435859 or Ken Hill
075435631.

GiUies Far NQ Competition
Dates : 17 & 18 September
Open to intermediate and advanced pilots . Cash prizes for A & B grade
Entry fee $70
For more information phone 070 512382

Victorian Paragliding Open
Bright NE Victoria
Friday 2 December to Tuesday 6 December 1994
Enquiries: Ken Mitchel hi II 03 8879173 H
~~.'1

Eungella 94
Dates: September 24 to 2 October
Prizes: $5000 cash prizes plus giveaways, $500 spot landing competition
Entry fee: $120, restricted to 50 pilots; A, B & C Grade (Intermediate
gliders only)
Requirements: must have intermediate rating, parachute and data back
camera
Send cheque to: Eungella 94, PO Box 7695, Cairns Qld 4870
For further information phone Mark Stevens 070 313253 or Warwick
Gill 070553193

Manilla Mug
Date: 1-3 October (long weekend NSW)
Entry fee $20 includes presentation dinner .
Registration at the Royal Hotel on Saturday morning or on the hill.

Con-yong Paragliding Cup

TtteSthry \ December to Sunday 11 December 1994
This will be a Nation al Ladder Competition and will be your last chance
to impress the selectors before the Australian team is selected for the next
World Championships. Compulsory equipment will inel ude UHF radio,
listening out on Channel 18, reserve parachute, camera and minimum
HGFA intermediate paraglider rating.
Headquarters will be at the Corryong Hotel and a compulsory pilot
briefing will be held at 8.30 am Tuesday 6 December.
Entry fee will be $50 and entry will be limited to 30 pilots with priority
given to National Ladder pilots.
Post entry fee now to Stuart Andrews, PO Box 1, Thredbo Village NSW
2627 phone 015269602 or fa x 064576153.
Please note that if Tuesday 6 December is required to complete the Vic
Open then the Corryong Cupwi ll commence on Wednesday 7 December.

Rainbow Beach Comp

AMAROO
MOTEL - TUMUT
LICENSED
RESTAURANT

43 ALL Ground Floor Suites· Owner Operated

Special rates for Skysailor readers
Under New Management
Deluxe and Economy Rooms

55 CAPPER STREET, TUMUT
Phone: (069) 471588
8

Fax: (069) 473422

December27-311994
Thi s comp is design ed for the novice to intermediate pilot as well as
accommodating for advanced pilots . We hope to see a good show for this
fun competition this Christmas.
For further information please contact the Sunshine Coast Club.

Bogong Cup Hang Gliding Competition
Note! These are the correct dates. The dates published earlier
wCI-e inCOITCCt!

Dale: 28 December 1994 10 5 January 1995 inclusive.
Loca tion: North East Victoria
Prizes: We will again h:lve excellent prizes (as in other years) for a ll
grades and our famous "out of the cup" harness prize.
Sites: Mt Emu 1 & 2, Tawonga Gap, Mt Buffalo and possibly some new
si tes if we ca n get them prepared in time .
Headquarters: Mt BeaulyfTawonga

SKYSAILOR

Maximum entries: 120
Format: XC task around photo tum points; timed launch and
goal.
Allocation of places: 60 places reserved for Australian pilots
on a national ladder basis; 30 places reserved for international
pilots on PIRS basis; 30 places reserved for Australian 'C'
grade pilots on receipt of entry fee. All places allocated from
entries received on 31 October 1994, thereafter any places left
will be alloca ted on receipt of fees regardless ofladder posi tion.
Full refund applies until 30 November 1994; thereafter 10%
administration deduction applies.
Note: If you wish to claim a place via your Australian or PIRS
ranking your registration fee must be received no later than the
31 October 1994.
Registration fee: $120
Other requirements: Intermediate rating or equivalent; reserve
parachute mandatory; Austra lian Federation membership mandatory, licensed UHF radio recommended. Databack cameras
are NOT needed.
Registrations and enquiries to : Bogong Cup 1995, Mt Beauty
Information Centre, PO Box 27, Mt Beauty Vic 3699. Phone Australia
057573172 and fax 057 571268.
Supplied by John Adams, President North East Victoria Hang Gliding
Club Inc.

Paragliding Flatlands
Saturday 28 January to Sunday 5 February 1995
Location: Forbes Central NSW
Enquiries: Peter Champion 02 504023 H

Australian Paragliding Nationals
Date: Wednesday 8 to Wednesday 15 February 1995
Location: Manilla, north central NSW
Enquiries: Lee Scott 065 565265

Overseas Competitions
2nd International Paragliding
Tom-nament, China
Date: 10 - 17 September 1994
Location: linzhou city (original Linxian county) Henan province, central
China. Please contact the HGFA ofuce for further information .

US Nationals Mt Pdnceton, Buena Vista, Colorado
Date: August 13-20. Entry fee $325
Contact: Jim Zeiset phone/fax (719) 5393900

Gajah MUllgkur Cup, Indonesia
Date: August 18th to 30th 1994. Location : Wonogiri, Central Java
The competition will involve both tea ms and individual entries but will

Ian Clark launching atMt Tamborine - pDave Sakrzewski
be limited to a maximum of fifty entrants. Entry fee: US$I00
A full information package can be obtained from the HGFA office or
from:
Gajah Mungkur Cup '94, Lanud Adisumarmo, Surakarta (Solo), Jawa
Tengah, Indonesia. Ph/fax Mr Iskak Karmanto, Tel: 62271 48304 & 62
271 42579, Fax: 62 271 48104, OR: FASI, attn : Roy Sadewo, Fax: 62
21 7508843 or 7250979.
Please advise HGFA if you are interested in attending.

"Coupe leare" 1994
15th to 18th September 1994
Entries to : Martine Lange, Icare Festival Organisation, Office Du Touris me, 38720 St Hilaire Du Touvet, ph: 76 083399, Fax : 76 97 20 56

'Popstar' 4th Flight Fantasie Festival in Rio Cup
1st Popstar Carnival in Rio
Venue: Rio de Janeiro Brazil
Date: 11-12 February 1995
Contact Eduardo DeSouza, Av.N .S. de Copacabana, 680-8 . 404 22.050030 Rio de Janeiro RJ Brazil, tel. 005521-255-5590, fax 005521-2553644

Paragliding Wodd Cup Association Competition
Dates 1994 Season
16 - 21 August: Avodaz . France
Open International Para pente, CRM, 104 rue de Bagneux, 92120 Montrouge, Tel: (33) 1 46 562470
28 Aug - Sept 4: ChalllUuix • France (final)
Les Gratte-Ciels, Club des Sports, Place due telephenque, 74310 Les
Houches, Tel : (33) 5055 5281, Fax: (33) 50545295 or

Accommodation for Pilots
Facilltle6 Include ample parking. 1Y lounge.
kitchen. laundry and public phone in the foyer.
Comfortable 6urround6 encompass
a wide cool verandah. a river that
provides ample fl6hlng at the back
door and a BBQ area .

Pick up from local and Griffith airports can be

For the

non-flYin
of Your part 9 members
fishing or sl hYo try a 4x4
The area h 9 t5eelng tour.
as~
.
orchards and
eryt;hlng from
sheep stat. potato farms to
IOns
1 hour fr,
and Is only
arranged
om the wineries.

Phone 069 672514 to arrange your accommodation package now
August 1994
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Operations Manager's
Report
Many HGFA clubs are addressing the need
to assist new pilots to gain experience with the
assistance of those more experienced. The
Northern Beaches Club are continuing to host
weekends away and a recent trip to the Bathurst
area saw some great flying. The site they flew
is around 1800' AGL and situated on the edge
of the flatlands. The potential for great XC
flying will see the club soon venturing out that
way again.
In Western Australia, the DalwaUlnu
Club have a towing weekend each month
which encourages all Restricted (Novice) Certificate holders to join in a weekend flying with
the more experienced pilots. The weekends are
well attended and are gaining further in popularity. Keep up the good work!

Instructors and hopefully some of our instructors will be able to hold similar clinics in the
future.
The eight ofus that took part in Pat's clinic
all felt it very productive. He has split up every
small segment of the launch and landing sequences and analysed the input req uired to
complete these skills successfully. We ran
through each individual segment, and then put
them all together. The recommended HGFA

"... always look directly
ahead on landing
approach...
/I

Launch and Landing Clinic
The course held by US instructor, Pat
Denevan in Sydney was a resounding success.
The experience Pat has gained in his 22 years
as a hang gliding instructor certainly shows
once he begins to speak on hang gliding. His
system for improving existing pilots' launch
and landings will be passed on to all HGFA

~or ~ale or lea~1
.9tirp[ay
School of Hang Gliding
Cairns, North Queensland

• Growing business with
excellent returns
• All equipment and facilities
• Catering to the huge tourist
market in Cairns
• Training provided

rnone for more information
~11111'1', IH ~1~ Ilt!'1
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system for training these skills is fairly similar,
though Pat has developed passing these skills
on to others into an art form.
The clinic was held at the Moyes factory
(thanks Bill!) for the first theory briefing on a
Friday evening and at the Kurnell dunes the
following day . To relate the entire procedure
would take an article itself, and it really is
necessary to take part in the cntire program to
gain the maximum benefit. Some of the things
Pat stressed could benefit every pilot whether
you are having trouble with your landings or
not.

We began by running without the glider,
concentrating on looking directly ahead.
This is not as simple as it sounds because the
natural tendency, particularly once you begin
slowing down, is to look down at the ground.
This makes it much more difficult to maintain
an even balance, particularly once you are running with the glider.
To demonstrate the glider's natural tendency to fly at trim, and the need to use the hang
strap to propel the glider whilst launching, Pat
took a side wire to control roll and once we
began to run and allowed the gl ider to float up
to tighten the hangstrap, we letgvofthecontrol
frame entirely. The glider remains stable in
pitch, demonstrating that all the pilot need do
is maintain a slightly lower angle of attack to
maintain a Ii ttle extra speed and allow the glider
to carry you off the hill. Easy!
This was followed by a number of running
exercises controlling both roll a nd pitch. To
enable the hang strap to rem:! in tight during the
take-off run, Pat had a systcm of running with
the knees sl ightly bent so that the hips do not
move up and down, enabl ing a smooth and
steady pull through the harness tv the strap. Pat

calls this the "Groucho Marx run" and he had
us practice this both with and withoutthe gl ider.
We looked and felt like a pack of dorks, but it
worked!
NextPatplaced a long ribbon in the landing
area to form a centre-line similar to that of a
conventional runway. This enables the hang
glider pilot to setupa landing holding a definite
course, once the glider is travelUng in a
straight line, whether it is directly into the
wind or not, the wings remain level. This
means that when it comes time to flare, the pi lot
need only concentrate on pitch as the wings are
al ready level. Another important component of
the landing is to maintain a light grip on the
control frame, allowing the pilot to better
"feel" the feedback from the wing, enabling
better flare timing and overall glider control.
Probably the most important point is to
always look directly ahead on landing appI"oach, resisting the tendency to look down or
at any obstacle you wish to avoid. A pilot flying
in with a little extra speed and "bleeding" this
speed off whi 1st remaining a couple of feet off
the ground and keeping his eyes focussed directly ahead can more easi Iy perceive when the
glider begins to lose airspeed and starts to "settle" toward the ground, indicating the time to
commence the flare . If the pilot looks down it
is far more difficult to determine the point
where the glider "settles". The point of touchdown is sti ll perceived in one's peripheral vision, which is sufficient to be able to maintain
a visual reference with the ground.
This concept of focussing down the runway
rather than at the point you will touch down
applies to all forms of aviation. In GA training
it has been proven that almost aU pI"oblems
with landings can be related to the pilot not
looking down the runway.
Pat stressed the need to practice launches
and landings, concentrating on maintaining
your course, looking ahead and maintaining a
light touch. This cannot be achieved without
being relaxed yourself. It can be a "catch 22"if you are having trouble landing you get tense
on approach, reducing the chance of being able
to ma in ta in a Ii gh t gri P and "feel" for the ti me
to initiate the flare.
I encourage anyone who is having difticulty launching or landing to return to the training slope, preferably with an instructor, and
practice.
Pat discussed and dealt with many oilier
things thatcan influence launches and landi ngs,
such as where to grip the downtubes to gain
"longer arms", utilising all your senses, overcoming bad habits and using better flight planning. Further details of Pat's program will be
publi shed in the next "Aussie Instructor"
journal. The Aussie Instructor is circulated
quarter ly to all HGFA Instructors and SSOs ask your club SSO if you wish to access the full
article .

Accidents
Ray Parsons from Cairns has pinpointed
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, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -__ put all other thoughts
out of your mind during these cri tical stages
of the flight. Break
your flight into three
stages: the launch (and
the tow if applicable),
the flight and the landing (including the landing approach/circuit) .
Focus on each individual stage, concentrating on wind conditions
and your technique,
have a flight plan prior
to launch which you
can put into place after
you have successfully
launched .
Another accident
highlighting the need
God doing a spot of ice fishing. KL
for concentration has
been received from a
South
Australian pilot.
COMPLACENCY as the major cause of his
Flying an advanced glider during competi tion,
recent towing accident and has provided an
the pilotwas comingintoa goal ata school oval.
article detailing events (printed in this
This was only the second ti me he had achieved
Skysailor). All too often complacency is the
a goal and he was naturally elated and somemajor cause. It is worth making a conscious
what distracted . The wind on the ground was
effort prior to launch or landing to concen trate
much stronger than he expected, a sea breeze a t
on the task at h and! It is easy to be thinking
around 20 knots whil e higher up the wind was
about "getting up" as you take off, or to be
barely apparent. He fl ew around the goal and
cursing yourselffor not being able to stay in the
set up an approach on the down-wind side of
air whilst landing - make a conscious effort to

the oval, not realising the wi nd-strength. He
fo und himself too far downwind and barely
able to penetrate. Adding to this, he was hit by
turbulence from trees and houses in fro nt of
him. He encountered sink and clipped a powerline beside a road next to the oval, landing
heavily on the road, luckily suffering only minor injuries .
In the words of the pilot: "I was probably
thinking too much about making goal; think
more on landing approach, be 100% in landingmode!"
Another recommendation from the South
Australians: if possible, set up in the boundaries of the landing paddock to allow the
paddock to be reached if any unexpected
wind or turbulence is encountered.

Circuits
Following on from the previous report is
the need for all aircraft to be able to make the
landing paddock or strip when approaching to
land . It is for precisely this reason that the
landing circuit has been developed for powered
aircraft. The circuit is modified according to the
prevailing wind conditions so that in the event
of an engine failure at any point in tinle
during circu it, the aircraft can tum in and
land 011 the r u nway. This procedure ca n be
adapted to hang gliders and paragliders so that
the preferred landing is always achievable.
Fly safely, Craig Worth '1

HERE IT IS!
The dates for High Adventure's
X-Country Expeditions
for both Paragliding and Hang Gliding
Expedition No.1:
Expedition No.2:
Pi lot Requi rements:
Expedition includes:

28th November - 3rd December
12th December - 17th December
Novice to Advance
Have the desire to fly new locations, gain advance
flying experience and meet new flying buddies.
All tOWing, both winch and aero, transport, retrievals,
accommodation, breakfast and High Adventure's quality
instruction.

For more info contact LEE SCOTT on 065 565265
NOW

Don't miss out!!
August 1994
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High Performance Paragliders
To Buy Or Not To Buy - That Is The Question I
By Godfrey Wenness (adapted from an article in Gleitschirm magazine)

Although we only have 500 or so punters across our
wide brown land, a fair few will have reached, and many
more are reaching, the stage of wondering whether or
not their next purchase should be a high performance
(advanced) glider or an intermediate_ The same question, of course, is valid for hangles too. More than a fair
share of recreational pilots when fa ced with this di·
lemma will go for the high performance wing. The pilot
will have been flying for a few years and have an intermediate or advanced rating under his belt - so why
would he/she bother to go for another intermediate - it's
a high performance wing or nothing, right!
The reasoning is simple - while others are bombing out you a re still
skying out. While others talk oDO kms XC you can boast of 60 kms. To
be hot - that's the go! The more cells the better, and just look at people's
faces when you unroll your XCcomp machine. Before launching you've
got to put on the right flying suit and the trendy sunnies; the accessories
naturally must match the glider. We're not talking about World Cup comp
pilots here but rather the average punter who doesn't stand out because
of his 'hot' glider but rather stands out for his 3rd or 4th blown launch .
He's the guy who after his 6th big collapse departs the thermal cause its

Come fly with us
MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
Home of the 1993 National Hang Gliding
& Para Gliding Competitions
and the
Mt.Cole Challenge
Hang Gliding Trophy
(25km triangle course)
Beaufort
Mt.Cole Challenge
•
Para Gliding Trophy
(distance event)
Dynamic Flight Hang
Gliding School
instructor Rohan
Holtkamp lives &
operates locally.

The difference between a good current intermediate glider and a high
perfonnance glider is small indeed. The pilot of the well behaved intermediate feels good and clearly flies higher and better than the would be
hot shot. On top of this the latter must pay on average $1000 more for
the glider and risk getting stuck with it when he goes to sell it a year or
two later. One needs only lookatthe graveyard of ex-hot wings advertised
in the dassifieds at give away prices -last year's hot performance is this
year's average intermediate, and a what a difference in safety! In fact
most new novice gliders will out fly 3-4 year old 'hot' wings. Most
importantly, a glider needing advanced skills then, will need them nowit will always be an advanced glider.
Some pilots unfortunately have the 'got to keep up with the Joneses'
mentality. "How embarrassing that Fred who has less hours than me is
already flying a high performance wing and I'm still boating around in
this old intermediate". What will really be embarrassing is when Fred is
obviously out of his depth with his new weapon. Apart from competition
flying there are no relevant reasons to fly a high performance glider except perhaps if your llying is exclusively coastal ridge soaring. Intermediale gliders and even good school gliders permit XC flying - it comes
down to the pilot. There are many 'hot' wing pilots who never managed
to fly 20 or 30 kms with their old gliders . These are pilots who never
came close to realising the potential of their fomler steeds. Sure let's all
fly faster, further and higher, but not at the expense of safety. As the
saying goes - overconfidence can kill .
A German pilot has come up w ith the following list of questions to
ask yourself before ventll ring out to buy your next performance wing.
Answer 'yes' to all of them truthfully, and it is likely that a high
performance glider is for you. Because the terms 'intermediate' and 'high
perfonuance' are getting quite rubbery, it is important to establ ish what
Gutesiegal the glider has . It is well known that DHV-Gutesiegal is more
difficul t to obtain than Afnor (ACPULS) norm. There are gliders which
had llA 's and IB which failed DHV altogether! In the soon-lo-be
superseded Afnor tests a high performance g lider is often hard to pick
from tb e ratings, while in DHV it will have a grade 3 or fail. The new
Afnor tests, which will slowly be introduced over the next 6 months, will
identify classes of gliders as manufacturers will now have to declare in
whi ch category the new g lider should be tested .
Good luck in your decision making and happy thermal hunting ....

Yes/No
(Competition for either Hang Glidi ng
or Para GI iding Cha ll enge may he
co ndu cted at any tim e during the yea r)

Enquiries: Phone (053) 49 2845

Have I attended a safety/manoeuvres course?
Have I llown a negative s pin?

C0

Accommodation availabl.,
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
camping, bed &' breakfast.
Competition accommodation at
Raglan Recreation Reserve
(with power, hot &' cold showers)

Do I fly on a yearly average twice a week?
Have I done a frontal , B·, and full stall ?

Beaufort is situated one and a half ..
hours west of Melbourne on the ____ ~'\.
~
Western High way.
'\".~'r ~(Q
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getting too rough forhim. He's the one who's been standing in the landing
area for a while watching school pilots still happily thermalling away.
The one that could have flown much further and longer on his old canopy
and doesn't want to admit to himselfthatthe new weapon asks a little too
much of him. And finally he's the pilot who slowly loses the fun in
flying ...

~
-=- _. • _'""TH E .

PLACE
TO FLY

-=

Do I want to fly in competitions?
Have I flown more th an 20 kms on my current gl ider ?
Do I want to time my XC' flights ?
Have I mas tered reverse s tarts ?
Can I launch in cross winds?
Have I test flown a few current intermediates with which to compare?
Do I care if the gl ider will cost up to $1000 more than an intermediate?
Do I care if I get a low price for it when I come to sell it?
Do I care if I can't sell it ?
Am I totally convinced I wa nt to buy a high performance gl ider? '1'
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TRIKING UPDATE
by Joe Scott
I sometimes get accused (usually by English Trike importers) to be pro-Australian and
anti everything else. Whilst not totally true, this
may have something to do with my ancestors
coming out on the first fleet back in 1780
something ... But I've always felt we are very
lucky here in the land of oz.
I mean, for years we've had the world's
bes t hang gl ider. Moyes gl iders have won more
world championships than any other glider and
from about 1989 (some people will say even
before this) Enterprise gliders have been better!
They have had to be to get their market share ...
1st with the glass tips (Probe), 1st to dispense
with the keel pocket and the 160 B Racer improved my competition results beyond my
wildest drea ms! !!
When Airbomestmted playing with Trikes
in 1982-83 a new field of endeavou r started. By
1985 the trike look good enough and I found a
sponsor willing, so 1 had my first two seater!!
(I've still got the recei pt for about $8 G 's)
Little did we know it would take another 6
years and lots of money to get them legal for
two up work!!!

Enter the Edge with styling and a wing
superior to the faithful Bu:zzard. By this time I
had been through the Opsrey wing onto the
Arrow 1 (faster but heavy handling), the Arrow
2 - much better all round and the new Edge fel t
just like a REAL aeroplane!! Very stable wing
with the agility and speed to throw it around.
After my first flight on a Pegasus Q (which
looks like the little brother to the Edge) on a
range of light handling to heavy it went like
this:
Pegasus solo, Edge solo, Edge two up and
Pegasus two up. So the handling difference on
the Pegasus was the greatest from solo to two
up.
The Quasar's seating certainly is comfortable but less headroom in the back than the
Edge and a $28,000.00 price tag kept me happy
with the Edge .
Enter now the EDGE. EXECUTIVE! As
promised last month, an aircraft report.
As per usual at Airborne, a Friday afternoon rush to get th e batch linished. Jady ensured that this batch of three ai rcraft were kept
moving as a batch, i.e. all three dash boards go
in before moving onto the nex t item. This way

nothing gets missed and quality control is paramount. I'm sure Jady will be as happy as the
rest of the crew to move into bigger premises.
Russell Duncan oversees the final quality
control and ready for test flights.
As Airborne has responded to customer
pressure for a more comfortable seat, in-flight
trim and keptupwith new Rotax developments,
things are a little different.

The UndercarOal:e
An extra 100 mm in the seating has been
achieved by moving the mast behind the compression struts. This gives a longer sleeker line
to the soft side and an overall impression of a
bigger aircraft.The soft side is now easier to
keep clean with vinyl grey inserts.
With the mast behind the wheels, the
weight on the front wheel is noticeably lighter
and lifting it for the firsttime requires care!!
The new seat is being manufactured at the
factory, giving better quality control over the
finished product and "Minto" takes a lot of
pride that shows through in his work.
The adjustab le back rest for the pilot is
excell ent buta little extra padding for the lower
back may be required.
The new E type gearbox from Rotax looks
something like a building from Superman's
"Metropolis" City(!) and adds a quality ofseeurity in a key start. 'f

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
••
••
• As we head into Winter we are clearing our surplus stock
• at generous prices...
•• We have
Foil B, Combat, and even Desires
•

•
•
•
•

··
•

••
••
••
•
•
••

Gyro, Aero,
that are; slightly used, ex demo, ex competition and ex •
renta I...
•
All prices and all conditions. Call in and check out the •
bargains.
•
.~.

•

•

~.

1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh, NSW 2508. Phone 042 942 052

•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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CROSS COUNTRY FLYING
HOLIDAY / SEMINARS
To be held at the 'Flatter Than Flatlands' Birchip area (some of the territory
covered by Drew Cooper during his 420km record breaking flight).

You supply

We supply
*9~~
* ali /;ooJ (~ ~ [1 ka)
*~b&fwm~ &~
*~~tu£~
* aLL the ~ 'fG# C<:i#t handle

* a deMte b

14 xc [1 bvm

*~,~ &dude
*u.a/W;./~

* ~ 1Pudle,

~ & Iteadwi
(tHUied ~ rwajidJe fn Iwle)

*~~tu£~

* ~ ~~ tI nee&d
* 2 ~ o/.Jem4 1,(;. ~ 1e up- w.lwn

3 Tour dates
d~

{J#

~

*~~and~

~

*denw-~ [1~~

~

/v{JVtA1!5tf< 19th b 27th
:JJtCtA1!5tf< lOth b 18th
A14f<CdI 25th b 4(JPJ~ 2nd

What did the pilots from our last tours have to say?
"Jid- a cpzeai aMa.... ~ ~ H ikAed- a wad to- kd ~. "
"Zj~ tud ~ w.eni ~ wdL afI;eA a Iwt ~ rud. "
" Ji ~ w ew.iIf to- ktte4 mIf ~ ~.... J Leamd db- ~. "
"11te ~ w.a4 cpteai....~ iIw k0i: ~ iIw 1Md. "
"fjeU1tf m iIw ai4 wdk a ~ pdoi ~ ~ ike ~. "
Cost to escape for 9 days - $990 all inclusive.
Your hosts are both top ranked Australian pilots - Rohan is a current memher
of our National team whilst rove holds the record/or an Out & Return flight
in Norway and has been a member ol/he Norwegian team.

For an information package and itinerary contact:
lUIDAJ\' IlfJL1'KAJ'IP
nrJ\'jUIIC PLl{lUl' IIAJ\'{l {lLllJlJ\'{1,f1i7lfJOL
lli'IIJ 2.'1{HJ, IJ/!'Jl.fJP{lll1~ 'fIi'., .'1.'17.'1

PDOJ\'/!,': ((Hi,'!) 41) 2114/;
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lDVE f(EANEY
SlUM HIt;f!1 AllflRALIA
77 P{)(!KET AflEMlE, CArVKS, ACT, 210t
PIlON£: (ot) 211f 1lftt
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PARAGLIDER DESIGN
A Case Study
Paratech's New
P50
Translated from GLEITSCHIRM
by Tito Schmidt
The middle performance class of paragliders has exis ted for several
years. However only since the P40 from Paratech has the new "INTERMEDIATE CLASS" been properly defined in the glider market. As the
name intermediate implies - in the middle - this should cove r the bulk of
paraglider pilots.
If a designer wants to design a gl ider to fit into the c1assi fication,he
must, before any lines are drawn - on paper or on the computer screen stick to the following rules:
1. safe take-off handl ing
2. recovery and safety during extreme manoeuvres
3. performance while gliding and climbing
Safety is the one most note-worthy, and important feature of today's
Intermediate gliders. Because the take-off is a critical time, the design

team must keep this in mind during the entire design procedure. This
starts with a simple line layout,an even inflation and rising of the canopy,
and concludes with a short acceleration to lift-off.
The second safety requirement is that the glider behaves properly and
predictably during extreme flight manoeuvres, thereby achieving an
Afnor rating of "all A's" (or at least very few B's) or a DHV 2 in the
safety testing. This design requirement often contradicts those of good
take-off handli ng, and high performance.
The true art of glider designer is to achieve the first two goals yet end
upwith a glider with good performance. Ifwe now throw in the additional
requirement of high speed, then the game becomes a whole lot more
complicated .
The glide ratio and, particularly the performance of a glider whi Ie in
lift, is the most important fea ture for the majori ty of pilots when selecting
a glider. In the past, glider manufacturers have been guilty of quoting
often hugely amazing performance figures in their data sheets. It is
doubtful whether most pilots would even be able to adequately judge or
compare gl ide ratios ...
Computers have been standard equipment now for several years in
the aircraft bui Id ing i nd ustry . In 1990, Para tech commi ssioned the development of a Computer Aided Design system specifically for the design
and development of para gliders. The result of this was the now almost
legenda ry (in Europe) P3. This was their first high performance glider
incorporating computer aided design features . A deceptively simple
35-cell glider, it had a size of 26m2, and an aspect ratio of 4,7. In its days
as a competition wing, it outperformed anything else on the market. The
P3 did however, havea critical wing profile with particularcharacteristics

THE MOST DANGEROUS PART OF FLYING IS THE TRIP TO THE AIRPORT
Should the crunch come have your vehicle repaired by a
fellow pilot &panel beater PAUL MARCHANT.

.fi-4'~A
....n~11
24 hour towing:
5538300

Phone:
587 5469
• Baked enamel - 3 year guarantee.
• Caroliner - guaranteed frame repairs to
factory specifications.
• 24 HOUR TOWING COVERING
SYDNEY METRO AREA
• Specialising in prestige & 4WD vehicles.

• Retrievals of non-drivable accidents
damaged vehicles from country N.SW
• Full claims service for all insurance
companies. You phone us - we do the rest.
• Recommended repairer for major
insurance companies.
• Mobile quoting - if you can't come to us
- we come to you .

• Service to the whole of N.SW
• Free pick-up delivery Sydney metro area.

MODERN SMASH REPAIRS
44 Princes Highway Kogarah New South Wales 2217
August 1994
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how high is the brake line pressure?
how good does the canopy respond (relationship of brake line
input to canopy reaction)?
how does the canopy behave during reverse deployment?
If the above points are resolved to Paratech's satisfaction, the next
step is to take the prototype to Mount Rorschacher, which overlooks the
Bodensee (lake) for preliminary testing. This now enables the test pilot
(Andi Hediger) to check the performance of the glider over the full speed
range . One of the other functions of this testing, is to enable comparisons
to be made between other prototypes, or with the P40 ' The test pilot will
often work with a wing that has the left and right hand halves trimmed
differently. This allows them to realise very small performance changes
in the trim and construction of the canopy. The designer, Roman Buehler, will often test fly a canopy himself to enable him to have a greater
appreciation for the changes required as the
1. Take-off characteristics
design progresses.
2. Safety and recovery (a tleast DHV 2)
These days, a glider protoHaving done some testing, using the origi3. Performance
nal
profile
from the wind tunnel tests, Para tech
type can go from concept,
4. Speed
made an interesting discovery - the top speed
5. Minimal height loss in turns
and computer drawings, to
of the larger wing was higher (with the same
6. Smoother transition when entering tight
pilot) than thesmallerwing! This strange cha rbeing
manufactured
in
less
turns
acteristic caused the design team to retrace
7. Progressively increasing brake pressure,
than three weeks.
their design steps, and rethink: what they had
without any compromise in handling if
done to date - it almost seemed as though the
possible
wind tunnel tests were incorrect, or that the
wind tunnel was in fact not sui ted to paraglider
model testing. Having resolved this mystery, it was decided to try a
profi Ie that was a compromise between an established Para tech profile,
THE WIND TUNNEL
and the newly developed one. BINGO! This new profile seemed to
Paratech's designer, Roman Buehler, spent some time in Kiev at the
exhibit all of the desired characteristics.
Institute for Aerodynamics, working on a new glider wing profile. To
Apart from optim ising the performance of the prototype, the Para tech
check the characteristics of this new profile, a model was tested in the
design
team spent m;my huurs, and many test flights finalising the best
Institutes wind tunnel. To test a model of a wing profi Ie, that is say, a
arrangement
for the openings in the leading edge, as these are critical to
quarter of its actual size, the wind tunnel tests must be done at four times
the
flight
and
recovery characteristics of the canopy. During this process,
the speed to give correct results. This holds true until the test speed
the performance and trim of the wing were also fine tuned.
approaches the speed of sound - approximately 900 kph, at which point
which prospective pilots needed to be aware of.
These days, Roman Buehler, Paratech's main designer, spends
roughly 50 percent of a gliders' development time in front of the
computer screen.
After the massive success of the P40 the Paratech design team knew
that it would be a hard act to follow; to design an intermediate glider to
complement the range that now consists of the P22 (beginner/school),
P40 (beginnerlintermediate), and P5 (advanced/competition). The object
of the exersize was to design the P50 to fit the gap between the P40 and
P5. This would then enable pilots to choose a glider to suit their exact
skill level with no gaps in the range.
To formulate a list of requirements for the ideal Intermediate glider,
they worked together with 30 German paragliding instructors. The resulting list of main considerations was:

the behaviour becomes a lot more complicated. However, attherelatively
low speeds of a paraglider, this is no problem, as the resul tant test speed
is still a lot less than the speed of sound (it is for now anyway!) .

PARA TECH'S DIAGONAL CELL

Unlike the concave undersurface of the P4, and P40, the new profile
for the P50 now has a more "orthodox" cross section. The front half of
the wing's undersurface is convex. This had a couple of benefi ts: imFROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
proved lift and performance, and higher speed. However, as is often the
Immed iatel y after Roma n' s return to Swi tzerl and, a prototype gl ider,
case,
th ere were also several disadvantages . These are slightly higher
incorporating their new profile, was constructed at the Para tech workbrake
pressures,and more cr itical trimming in regard to extreme manoeushop. The next step was to test the finished prototype on the local test hill
vre
recovery
. Of furth er interest, is the fact that the width of the cells
to resolve and answer the following questions:
varies in each wing half, from the centre to the wing tip. The design team
how well does the canopy inflate?
had now come up with a wing design that would glide approxi mately 20
how d.oes the canopy rise after inflating?
percent further than the P40. A further innovation was included into the
does it overshoot?
design: Anyone who has observed the trai ling edge of most beginner and
what is the take-off speed?
intermediate canopies with their relatively low
number of cells, will have noticed that each cel l
bi 1I0ws out and is almost sausage-shaped right
to the trailing edge... this is generally minimised in today's advanced, and high performance canopies by increasing the number of cells
to around 50. Although Roman Buehler was
for taking out 12th position, highest placed Australian, at the Women's
developing the PSO as a true intermediate glider
(with a moderate number of cells) he was no t
World Hang Gliding Championships in CHELAN, USA.
happy to simply accept this compromised
shape of the trailing edge. The answer was to
This was Neva's first major competition and her first competition on a
placea short cell wall that runs diagonally from
BLADE 132.
a point 5/6 the way back from the leading edge,
from a normal cell wall, diagonally to the trailing edge, to the centre point between two cell
walls (see drawing next page) . These diagona l
cell walls are cross ported like all the other
cells .
12/30 Ka/aroo Rd, Redhead, NSW 2290. Ph 049 499199,fax 049 499395

STOP PRESS... STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS...
CONqRAlVlATIONS TO NEVA BUll
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Plan view of the glider showing the diagonalcell
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EXTREME MANOEUVRES TESTING
Having successfully completed the glide and general performance
testing, the Paratech design team had now reached an important phase of
the development process : if the following extreme manoeuvres testing
was not successful, then the whole design procedure would have to start
again from scratch! If however, the tests prove to be promising, the
prototype would be trimmed to ac hieve the desired DHV/Gutesiegel
rating. From now on, the team concentrates solely on safety . Performance
and handling are now considered to be secondary factors . The time taken
for the required rating tests has increased enormously over the last few
years . These days, a glider prototype ca n go from concept,and computer
drawings, to being ma nufactured in less than three weeks. To obtain the
DHV/Gutesiegel rating, however, takes at least six months. Some designs
are resubmitted time and again in the faint hope that they might pass the
next time.
Paratech does extensive testing on their designs before the final
prototype is submi tied for its rating. Andi Hediger does all the extreme
manoeuvres and recovery testing in areas where he can safely deploy a

Rosie Fie leher launching from Mt Buffalo, VICtoria
reserve parachute if necessary. For a test pilot, a reserve is not simply
additional ballast that requires annual repacking. He must be able to rely
on his reserve parachute one hundred percent. For this reason, m05t test
pilots will repack their own reserves. Testing of this type, is also (along
with other appropriate safety precautions) done over a lake.
The P50 is now in full production, and is available in 24/27/30 square
meter sizes, with an aspect ratio of 5. Paratech has also decided to use
the new PARACORD line, from the Ullman company, for the top lines,
and the brake lines of th e PSO . Tri m speed of the glider is around 36 kph.
The one feature of the P40, which has been lost on the PSO however, is
the typically light and direct Paratech handling .
Paratech is confident, after having done its own extensive testing,
that th e PSO will easily achieve the desired Gutesiegel rating. Whether it
can foll ow on in the wake of the success of the P40 ... only time will tell .T

Australia's first, utterly affordable,
totally transportable, foot launched
powered paraglider.
Flying training with accomodation available
at the Light Wing Flying Academy.
Turbo-chute Info Vldeo ............ $35 Inc P/H

h~ /f(O~(; lirFfl(atlol( call
HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING P1Y LTD
BALUNA AIRPORT, SOUfHERN CROSS DRNE
P.O. BOX 89
BAILINA
N.S.w. 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
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Competition Results
1994 Womens Worlds, Chelan
Individual Placings
Annelise Muller
1
2
Kari Castle
3
Katia Schmi tt
Isabelle Pigget
4
5
Kathleen Rigg
Barbara Bachman
6
Fabienne Lemaire
7
8
Paul Bowyer
10 Rosmarie Brams
12 Neva Bull
13 Helen Ross
16 Toni Noud
21 Jenny Ganderton
24 Sarah Chadwick
44 Sue Hansen

Swiss
USA
France
Swiss
UK
Swiss
France
UK
Germany
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust

TeamPlacings
Switzerland
1
2
France
USA
3
4
Australia

17704
17491
16217
16189

Laminar 13
Ram Air 154
Bautek Milan
Laminar 13
Laminar 13
Xtralite 137
Laminar 13
K1assic4
Bullet Cut 127
Blade 132
Xtralite 137
Xtralite 137
Blade 132
XS3
Xtralite 137

6151
6032
5756
5641
5262
5193
5152
5089
5076
4981
4944
4713
4382
4111
1775

Icarus 2000 Laminar
Moyes Xtralite
La Mouette Racer
Tecma Fl
Rumour 3
K1assic
K1assic

9062
8430
7896
7746
7695
7643
7542

1994 Pre-Worlds, Spain
Individual Resu Its
Manfred Ruhmer
1
2
Tomas Suchanek
Gerard Thevenot
3
Alain Chauvet
4
Shaun Kimberley
5
Mark Gibson
6
7
Jason Prior

Austria
Czech
France
France
UK
USA
UK

• Entry and intermediate
performance at an affordable
price. The Moyes single surface
XL, and the HGMA Certified double
surface XT. Both available in
2 sizes 145
and 165.

Richard Walbec
Robin Hamilton
Mike Stephens
Steve Blenkinsop
Steve Gilmour
Mark Newland
Steve Moyes
Rohan Holtkamp
Mike Zupanc
Dave Staver

Team Results
France
1
USA
2
UK
3
4
Australia A

France
UK
UK
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust

Tecma F17422
K1assic
Moyes Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Desire
Xtralite
Blade
Desire
Xtralite

7090
7032
7007
6694
6627
6326
6241
5878
5874

24868
24363
23866
23257

Attention All Pilots!
Glennies Creek site, near Singleton, is now permanently locked .
Please contact any Newcastle Hang Gliding Club member from the club
list on page 4 to arrange access.

Provisional Notice to Competition Paraglider
Pilots re Paragliding Team selection 1995
The Paragliding World Championships will be held during March
1995. A Paragliding National ladder will be prepared at the conclusion
of the Corryong competition on 18 December 1994 to allow team
selection to be carried out. The team will be selected using the new team
selection criteria. This will be in the new competitions manual available
later in the year or by contacting the HGFA office.
Competitions after that date will not change the team selected for the
World Championships.
The actual Paragliding National ladder will be calculated at the end
of the season as usual.
The reason for the early selection is because there is not enough time
for pilo ts to prepare for the World Championships if the team was not
known until one month before. For example: air tickets out of Japan to
Austral ia in March are booked out before February .
Ian Ladyman, PC Comp Rep, 049498946

!!!I.

The Moyes XS 3 is the
perfect choice for the
intermediate to advanced pi lot.
• Excel lent Performance.
• Light weight.
• Faired rubber back uprights
• Easy and fu n t o fly.

•

. . Exceptionally clean &
easy to use setup hardwa re.

The most comfortable, stylish and
streaml ined harness available the Nev
Moyes XTREME .

Amazing Soaring
If you thinkthatnewwingofyours is pretty
s#!t hot... then consider this. The wing loading
of an average paraglider is approximately 3
kglsq m. An Albatross has a wing loading in
excess of 15 kglsq m, and can ridge soar the
crest of a wave!!

News Just In ...
PARATECH has received results of the
GUTESIEGEL tests for both the P50 and the
P5
P50 (intermediate) - All 'As
P5 (advanced) - l1x 'A and 2xB ( for
symmetrical and asymetrical closure)
Note: there are now 13 tests instead of 12.

Weather Report Phone In
Avoid the guesswork. Before driving to
Blackheath call John for an on-site, up-to-date
weather check on 047 878654. Not before 8 am
please!

New Products - The Pegasus
Quantum 'Trail Blazer'
The Trail Blazer is the Australian version
of the Quantum, incorporating some important
changes to suit the Australian conditions.

It still has as standard the Q2 wing with
standard in-flight trim as well as the other
standard fea tures of the 3 wheel suspension and
full Quasar Iype seat, dual rear brakes and
adjustable foot peddles .
The changes for Australia are: larger
screen, tougher lyres, modified easy rig system
(great for people with a weak back) and greater
choice of motors. Avail able with th e Rotax503,
462 and 582LC. All standard with low noise

kits. You can also opt for airfreight on your
trike to Sydney, Perth, Melbourne or Brisbane.
For further details contact the importer Sky
Cycles Pty Ltd or your local Pegasus dealer.

Press Release
ICOM's new UHF hand held radio, the
"GX" has just been released in Australia.
The ICOM GX becomes the flag ship UHF
CB for lcom. It is incredibly compact measuring only 5" tall and weighing 25% less than its
predecessor, the IC40G. The new GX offers
many unique features including speed calling,
instant emergency channel access,and on touch
multi function scan .
For the first time Selcall is now included for
no extra charge. With Selcall you can chose
who you wish to communicate with . Each unit
is factory programmed with its own unique
code and can monitor continuously in quiet
mode until a selective call signal is received. In
quite mode the calls you receive are specifically
for you with no disturbing outside chatter! One
to one communication calling is now possible.
Also Selcall allows you to program your GX to
receive and send calls to either a specific individual or a group .
The ICOM GX allows you to program your
10 most frequently called numbers for single
button speed calling . It also offers up to 5 watts
of output power with a high/low transmission
switch to conse rve power. 'The GX also has a
one touch channel 5 emergency function. Many
of the other functions that sport aviation pilots
have come to expect on earlier ICOM models
including a multi-function scan are included
and enhanced on the (COM GX.
According to Ultralight Flying Machines
the only problem with the new GX is the limited
availabi lity . More information on this snappy
little (COM radio is available from Ultralight
Flying Machines on 03 4312131.

./

.... World Champion Moyes XTRALlTE, Available in 2
sizes; the HGMA Certified 137,147 and soon to be
released 164,
• Incredible performance with
improved glide ratio.
• Lighter weight,
• Faster easier setup.
• Lighter handling.
• Traditional Moyes quality.

American Marketing
Ford has release a new model of truck, the
Ranger Sky Splash, aimed at hang gliding enthusiasts. It comes with an over-the-hood T -bar
for glider carriage but its most significant addition is a NAV satellite navigation system that
shows where the vehicle is at any time. The
system can also direct the driver to a desti na tion
simply by punching in that destination. Great
for drivers trying to find their pilots!
Supplied by David Ferreira

New FAI World Record
Attempts
FAI has received the following class 0-3
paragliding record claims .
Pilot:
Pierre Bouilloux
France
Nationality:
Glider:
UP Kendo "c"
General
Category:
Salanches (France)
Site:
Type of Record:
Distance over a triangle
Performance:
120km
16 June 1994
Date:
Current world record
89.6 km, Christian Heinrich (Austria)
Pilot:
Pierre Bouilloux
Nationality:
France
Glider:
UP Kendo "c"
Category:
General
Chamonix (France)
Site:
Type of Record: Distance over a triangle
Performance:
150km
30 June 1994
Date:
Curren t world record
89.6 km, Christian Heinrich (Austria)
Pilot:
Nationality:
Glider:
Category :

Vincent Sprungli
France
to be advised
General

1993's centrespread which was Adam Hunt's
late evening fly over Stanwell Park.
For either of the above great centrespreads,
please send $1 for each poster plus $4 to cover
posting and packing to Skysailor, PO Box 401,
A1stonville NSW 2477.

Salanches France
Site:
Distance over a triangle
Type of Record:
Perfonnance:
150km
16 June 1994
Date:
Current world record:
89.6 km, Christian Heinrich (Austria)
FAl has received the following class 0-1
hang glider record claims.
Pilot:
Larry Tudor
Nationality:
USA
Glider:
Wills Wing
Category:
General
Site:
Rock Springs, WY, USA
Type of Record:
Straight distance
Perfonnance:
495.2 km
Date:
30June 1994
Current world record:
488 .2 km, Larry Tudor USA;
and
Type of Record:
Distance via a single turnpoint
Perfonnance:
495.4 km
30June 1994
Date:
Current world record:
412.6 km, Mark Gibson USA

Trike Posters
I have some extra copies from the printers
of the trike centrespread from the Jun e issue of
Skysailor. These can be laminated to make
great eye-ca tehi ng posters.
Also available are copies of September

Triking
by Sally Su II ivan

Hang Glider Certification
Air Borne Windsport's training gliders, the
Buzz 154 and Buzz 140 have received full
USHGMA certification last April.
Their Blade 132 has recently completed all
certification requirements for the new DHV
Gutesiegel. To obtai n Gutesiegel for the Blade
it was necessary to have the rear leading edge
tested by an independent authority (DLR).
They found the rear leading edge to be twice as
strong as an equivalent aluminium tube. This
independent evaluation was at a cost of
DM9,5001
Included in the new requirements for the
Gutesiegel are pi tch test at varying variable
geometry settings from full VG off, four mid
range settings at 20% increments and VG full
on. Each of the six settings are tested at 40, 60,
80 and 100 km/hr. After 24 pitch test runs on
the rig Air Borne can safely say' that the Blade
is extremely stable. The Blade 141 and 153
have also completed all of the requirements for
the new DHV Gutesiegel. !

I've been in a trike
Which I really did like,
I'm just living for when
I can do it again,
The air was so clear
And I had no fear,
For flying in a trike
Is what I really like.

Ii

Fly up and away
I'd be gone for a day,

~

I

Take half a peek
I could fly for a week,

f~

i
i~

I knew she could fly
And that is just why,
I'd do it again in a minute!

~

m Submitted by Jolranne Parniczky and
B
Chris Brandon ofFlyrightAviation

I
~

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance for the ambiUous pilot -low minimum sink rate, high trim speed,
large speed range with flat polar curve due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and competiUon flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging aoss country flights and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate class with elegant look. Convincing
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics besides uncritical flight behaviours typical PRO DESIGN features. "High performance is no more a privilege for competiUon pilots!"
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambiUous recreational pilot

CHALLENGER CLASSIC
A firmly proofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills wah enthusiasm! Well
balanced and simple characteristics wif!1 attractive performance. A special and easy to
handle speed system extends the speed range effiCiently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who seard7 for
stressless pleasure in flight
Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starong from $8001

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052 616555
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
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CAN YOU SEE ???
by Peter Aitken, President, Byron Bay HGC

How well can you see ? Can you spot a bird from a
kilometre away? Anticipate the lift or sink on a ridge by the
wind lines you see? If you can't, you can't really see!

CONGRA TULATIONS!

From wind lines on the ocean to dust devils kilometres away, the
parameters of a pilot's sight should be infinite. Not only visually but
mentally imagining what is happening, through using one's knowledge
and past experiences to make the best judgement of the situation one is
confronted with at any time. It seems as though after say, 3n hour or so,
you can settle into the fl ight and relax, especially on an X/C fl ight.
When you relax, your concentration level goes up and you can make
your decisions almostsub-consciously . You evaluate the options open to
you, weigh up the odds and take the decision with the best payout and
least amount of risk. And if you're lucky, the pay out will be bigger than
you first IMAGINED.

VIC Open - Bright, Dec 93
3rd Charly Fellay - Rainbow L

You have to keep your eyes open and your mind too; keep looking
at and feeling the air. Watch the strength, beware of gust fronts, turbulence, convergence, rotor, changes in direction etc.

Mt.Cole Classic - Beaufort, Jan 94
1st Cameron Young - Rainbow XL
2nd Charly Fellay - Rainbow L
3rd Phil Hystek - SuperS pace 28
4th Hampi van de Velde - Rainbow XL

For example, a belt of instabi lity moving in; see it coming, see and
feel the instability increasing in the air. Be aware and you can really see
what's going on.
Feel, see the air becoming more active = alive, moving, c hanging,
growing, watch it, see it, VISUALISE IT. Are you onto it? You had better
be because it'll sneak up on you, and may catch you off guard.
What happens when you see a change in the wind direction, or worst
still, you don't? Usually a lot as your whole flight plan will have to
cha nge. Therefore the sooner you see the change the better chance you
will have to either position yourself to have the option to land safely or
continue on your flight, depending on the circumstances of co urse.
Watch the strength, the clouds, the drift in the shadows. Why?
Because you've got to land if you can't stay up. How is the direction for
your planned Ltz? Have a back up for the change in directi o n and
strength . See the powerlines, see the contour of the paddock, fences and
obstacles. Check the drift, see the w ind in the trees, dams, be aware of
the wind gradient, keep the speed LIp, eyes up, round out, steady, feel the
speed bleeding off and be ready for any gusts or lulls, flare as required .. .
got it. Park the glider the best you can .
You see, every now and then we get a reminder of the worst kind of
situation and this time it rea lly hit home. I saw a friend die because HE
DIDN'T SEE a change in the wind direction and strength. It came from
the south, trapping him on the East Face atByron Bay, in rotor and strong
sink. If he had of seen it coming he might stil l be alive today. Up here
in Byron we appear hav e our own local weather, maybe due to the
geographical location being on the edge of the more tropical climate and
the mo're southern climates. When th ere is a trough of low pressure
around, any thing can happen .
How's your area? How well do you real ly know it? A good pilot is
onto the wea ther whenever he or she's awake. Watching the wind, clouds,
etc.
Bruce Reeve and the Rushton brothers sussed out th e reasons for
some accidents back in the la te eighties . They named it L.O.M .P. - Lack
Of Match Practice. Ok, so you 're a pilot and you ca n Ely a g lider, but to
be a good safe pi lot yo u sho uld try to keep at it and don't let yoursel f get
rusty . This is when you ca n get ca ught wi th your guard down. You
wouldn't lob from Mt Buffa lo in demanding conditions if you were rusty.
But Buffalo is dangerous !! !??? What about your local site, is it dangerous? Bet it is!! In certain conditions. Take it easy and learn from the better
pilots .
Remember it will take as long as it will for you to learn and th ere is
no poi nt in pushing it too fa st o r making youiselffly on days when you're
not sure or it's a bit suspect. Just play it safe, OK? We miss you, Ray.T
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Australian Open - Corryong, Jan 94
2nd Overall Frank Vaxelair - Rainbow XL
4th Overall (1st Aussie) Cameron Young
- Rainbow XL

Forbes Flatland - Forbes, Feb 94
6th Overall (3rd Aussie) Ron McKenzie Rainbow XL
7th Overall (4th Aussie) Charly Fellay Rainbow L
~.

~

Australian National Ladder 94
1st Cameron Young - Rainbow XL
2nd Ron McKenzie - Rainbow XL

Cameron Young - 12th overall 93
Worlds - Verbier Switzerland; 8th
Japanese Pre-Worlds 94 - confirmed his
position as Australia's best pilot in 94 Rainbow XL.

Ron McKenzie flew 99km from
Conargo in Mar 94 for the best flight of
the season - Rainbow XL.

Phil Hystek flew 60km from Mt. Borah
in May 94 - SuperSpace 28
Chris Frost flew 38km from Mt.Borah
on his third thermal flight! - Space 24.
To share in our success, contact Edel
Australia on 03 8824130 (phone or fax)
or 018 103 084. Or write to us at PO
BOX 3010, Auburn, VIC, 3123.
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you. The matter is 'fait accompli', you're just
there to tell the judge how poor you are and that
you'd like 50 years to payoff the fine at $2.00
You'vejust bought that second hand
a month instalments until your pension comes
UHF you saw in last months Sky
through.
Sailor- it's a no name brand but what Are you already a Criminal?
Apart from a potential 2 year stay with
Probably! Unofficial estimates of non-liHer Majesty, the fines for operating unlithe hell- it was cheap, and hey, you're
censed equipment currently in general use
on the air and the world can hear you range from 50-80%. Given this, there is a good censed and/or possessing illegal equipment
are a maximum of $12,000 for individuals
on those legendary XC's! You know chance tha t you belong to a not-so-select group
and $150,000 for companies. You have been
that they're great for emergencies, re- of radio opera tors, who, by merely owning warned.
trieves and gee;. they're simple to use; transmission capable equipment, are breaking
Another sore point is the use of 2 metre
the law! OK, so we may have flown higher than
just charge the battery, press the mic, 5 grand and never been caught, and likewise Amatuer radios by non Hams, usually your
and let those dulcet tones vibrate over we've never heard of anyone getting busted for visiting Euro buddies. This is illegal and really
obvious on the air because they don't use the
talking on a UHF CB radio without a license .
the airwaves.
es tablished protocols or call signs. Hams are
Sure, there aren't many radio inspectors (RI's)
like brown snakes, they won 't do anything to
Simple they may be, but there
you unless you annoy them, and
is more to it than meets the eye
when you do, you're in trouble,
"... the fines for operating unlicensed and/or possessing illeespecially if you wan t economical
just like stepping on a sacred site
and reliable comms. Nothing is
gal equipment are a maximum of $12,000 for individuals
without permission . If the Euro
more frustrating than a one way
thinks no one will hear him out
and $150,000 for companies."
conversa tion wi th your radio when
west then tell him to think again.
all the while the other party is callThe 2 metre band has been known
ing you quite dearly. The ' I can
boating along at cloud base in souped up trikes
to carry signals 1oo's and even 1000's of kilohear you but you can't hear me' syndrome
armed with direction finders to hunt down little
metres via 'tropospheric' ducting and there are
along with the ole 'verbal diahorrea' would
old you as you key the mic. But, th ere have been
also plenty of repeaters with odd input/output
have to be two of the biggest pains in the butt
reported cases of RI's stopping every vehicle
offsets to catch the unaware. A bored ham
that can occur whilst you 're flying, especially
with a CB looking antenna on major freeways
would Ii ke nothing more than to engage in a bi t
when it happens on a channel that a larger group
out of town for a licence check, and god help
of location finding sport (triangulation) with a
are using. Coring a thermal and playing with
you if your neighbour complains to them about
few mates and some coldies on a hot th emlic
volume, squelch and channel settings are a
the TV interference that you are a llegedly causafte rnoon .....
recipe for unsafe flying. All you want is a Ii ttle
ing!
Approved CB radios (UHF and 27mHz)
peace and quiet while you get about your busiFear not intrepid thermal hunlel~, all is not
cost $18 per unit per year to license - call your
ness. This series of articles is not intended to
lost if this happens to you. Provided yourequiplocal regional office of the Spectrum Managetum pilots into Amateur ( Ham) Radio operators
ment is' type approved' (ie: certi fied; check the
ment Agency (SMA) for the form (contact
but rather give a basic understanding of how to
back of the radio for the approval numbers) by
SMA HQ in Canberra for details on 06 248
get the best out of your Ii ttle 3 watt black box.
our Dept. of Transport and COlllmunications
9600). If you think that the authority's name
Mix in a little bit of radi o theory and some
(DoTaC) and it hasn't been modified in any
sounds sinister, you're absolutely correct; RI 's
way, then all th at will usually happen is that
have more rights to search and seize than the
you'll be able to plead innocence (do n't leave
Tax man and thus can enter your premises
this article lying around!). You 'll then have to
(including vehicle) purely on the whiff of an
accept the BS that the RI dishes out about not
offence being perpetrated, no search w arrants
being able to buy food for his starving kids,
or appointments here. In the old days, operators
because people Ii ke you don 't Iicense your rao r unapproved radios would keep a bucket of
dios etc... and probably get a licence on the spot
wa ter handy (so the story goes) and upon deor promise to get one, otherwise he'll be pretty
tection of an RI in the house, would promptly
upset when he checks the comp uter a week
drop the radio into the said bucket and render it
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
la tee.
useless as a transmitting device, thereby overSYDNEY BASED , SEVEN DAYS .
If you ow n one of those gems that are not
co ming the law as it stood then. Now however,
Come fly with us, your traini'ng
merely possessing an unlicensed/illegal radio
type approved then you're in big sink and on
won't cost you the earth!
that can be potentially made to transmi t (ie:
councourse
for
a
fast
tail
wind
landing
in
tiger
We spend most of our time above it.
repaired) will get you a hard landing.
try and we all know how they end up. If the RI
has had a good day he 'll confiscate the gear,
What does all this mean for the average law
give you a receipt and a lecture about how you,
ab iding Air-Junki e? First, check that your radio
yes you, are stuffing up Aus tra lia 's valuable
is type approved and not modified from the
For the lowest prices on
and limited natural resource, the radio specoriginal
specs and then get a licence if you feel
all your TRIKING needs
trum,
and
that
will
be
the
end
of
it.
On
the
other
the
urge
to do the right thing. Until the next
AIRUORNE & ROTAX SPARE PARTS , RADIOS , INTERCOMS,
INSTR UMENTS & ACC[SSORIES, R[PAIRS & MAINTENANCE
hand, if he thinks you're a hangi e or para scum
instalment, happy cloud basing at 8 grand
bag, wh o keeps landing unanno unced in his
OCTA.
CALL LUKE CARMODY
stud Llama paddock during matin g seaso n, th en
Month: Pm"t 2 - Gum Leaves, Can02 8745260 ;::: 018 446 771 you're in quite a bit of the brown smelly stuff. cel" .Next
and RF theol'Y. T
ASK ABOlJf OUR fREE INTRODUCTORY FLiGIITS Be prepared for an appearance at a court near

Part 1 : Introduction and legalities

procedural suggestions, add a dash VHF air
band, sprinkle in some tips on batteries and the
use of repeaters, review some product features,
and you have The Air-Junkie's Guide to Radio!

SKYWI~
POWERED HANG GLIDING ~e S~!
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by Paul Haines

First answer the following questions as truthfully and completely
as possible:
1. Are you a masochist?
2. Do you like staying on the ground when
everyone else is flying?
3 . Are you skilled at picking out a turnpoint
from an over-exposed negative composed
largely of an out-of-focus bottom bar photographed at one centimetre range?
4 . Can you perform #3 at 4 o'clock in the
morning having already looked at 150 vaguely
similar films, without falling asleep?
5 . Are you willing to admit th at it is solely
~ fault that the start window should have
been opened earlier? Later? And that the task
should have.. been longer , shorter, easier, or
more difficult, given that the weather can, and
usually does, change throughout the day?
6 . Having admitted to#5, you mightas well
come clean, and also admit total responsibility
for the fact that the wind was bound to go
around through 90°, after only half the field had
launched, so you deliberately and maliciously
disadvantaged those left on the ground, just so
you ' d only have to examine half the number of
turnpoint smudges, sorry, films.
7 . As you're already gong to be publicly
vilified for #6, you might as well implicate the
Burea u of Meteoro logy, the CAA, a nd the
whole Avfax system as being part of a massive
conspiracy, in league with corrupt comp directors worldwide, to ensure inaccurate and erroneous forecasts and cruddy weather whenever
a major competition is held, so the director gets
an easy time of it and can spend a II week in the
pub.

"John landed in the same paddock as Bert," you
can immediately find Bert's form, which reads,
helpfully, "Bert landed in the same paddock as
John ." You must, of course, be scrupulously
fair in awarding these dedicated pilots the
points they justly deserve!
9 . To further test your powers ofdeduction,
when you enter the grid co-ordinates of those
who bothered to fill in a lan ding slip, and the
computer informs you that th e coordinates
show that Sebas tian Snodgrass has landed on
the Galapagos Islands, having flown from
Forbes in 8 minutes 35 seconds, do you: a)
smash the computer; b) tear out even more
treasured and irreplaceable hair; c) instantly
award Snoddo first prize saying "Tough luck,
Tomas, old boy"; d) go downstairs to a bar full
of drunken pilots (all saying "There I was at
30,000 fect a bove Suchanek" etc) and painstakingly seek o ut the offender a nd politely ask him
for a slightly more accurate map reference?
10. Lastly, when the comp is over, can you
manage to grin cheerfully as 150 flown-out
pilots come and give you their own opinion on
how they would have run the comp better, set
the tasks more appropriately etc? Weather aftercasts are always 100% accurate - interesting
phenomena that! Most of a ll, can you keep your
sense of humour when all around you are loosing th eirs and blaming it on you? (Sorry, Mr
Kipling)
If you can answer yes to a ll these questions,
congratulations! You've got the job! No ,
please, I insist, don't be modest... please, take
it... It's yours! I 'm begging you ...
Seriously, thanks to all the helpers of the
1994 Forbes Flatlands; Lynne, Bronnie, Dimity, Jenny and Len.
The task setting committee: Len (again),
Guy and Mike, and the peop le of Forbes together with all the competitors who made it a
good one.

8. Naturally a comp direc tor's map reading
A specia l comp director's thanks to Tomas
skills must be close to ps ychic, so that when
Superczech fo r always ha ndin g his film in on
faced with a crumpled landing slip that reads,
, -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--, time, always having per-

UVEX
The world's lightest full face
helmet made from the world's
strongest fibres. Available in
s/m/l/xl/xxl. Also available from
Aerial Technics 042942545

Oniy$320

Phone 075 463021
Dealer enquiries welcome

August 1994

fectly clear turnpoint
photos, always havin g
his data bac k time dead
accurate with the official
clock, and always having hi s landi ng coordinates right first time .
Who knows, a pil ot
that well-oqianised and
!lrQIlli!y. p repa red , will
probably do well some
day! T
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The ICOM JIGX" UHF
I
handheld
radio is coming!
I

NEW

tCOM!
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I Light-years ahead of all other I

I UHF radios the new ICOM GX is a I
I remarkable little UHF radio. It's
I smaller in size, lighter in weight
I and comes with more features
than any other UHF handheld raI dio. It's a little marvel that offers
I the same robust reliability we
I have all come to expect from
I ICOM. A big demand is expected
for this new radio so order your
I GX now & avoid disappointment !
I
.. New ergonomic design
I
.. New smaller size
I
.. 25/0 lighter than the 40G
I
.. Free Selca ll installed
.. Programmable scan
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

Be Quick - place your advance or- I
der now. Limited initial supply.
I
I
ICOM GX ONLY.. ... $ 590 I
ICOM 40G
$ 550
ANSETT NEXT DAY· DELIVERY $16
I
I

ICOM A20 HANDHELD

I

Own an ICOM A-20 air-band radio I
and fly legal !! Headsets, Aircraft
helmets & a wide range of acces- I
I sories available.
I
:

A-20MK11

ONL Y ..... $ 660

ANSETT NEXT DAY· DELIVERY $18

I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I

UFM UPDATED CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - ASK FOR YOUR
FREE COPY!!
Order by phonelfax or mail with your
credit card. Cheque or COD also OK.
All prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182
NORTH BALWYN, 3104

(03) 431 - 2131
(03) 744 - 1305

I
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I
I

. ----- ----- •
24 HR FAX (03) 431-1869
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SOUTIt CltiLE
by Daniel Morrison
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Top landing at the Panguipulli site
Here are some photos I took while I was in the south of
Chile last February, looking for new sites. Our mission was
to explore new frontiers, go where no man has gone before,
stay up as late as possible chasing the feminine distractions
that were in abundance (we never slept) and to develop a site
near Villarrica volcano if possible. This volcano is still active
and a big tourist attraction here. Our expedition consisted of
two Santiago pilots, one a jelly-hopper, the other was bi-pilotal, and myself.

Mapuche Indians and the ox en used to clear th£: site
The photo of my Combat is at the top landing paddock of
a site near the town of Panguipulli (pronounced Pangee-pooyee) , about 50 kilometres south of the same volcano. The
photo of the oxen is at the take off of the same Panguipuili
site. When we found the take-off it needed some clearing and
after talking to the Indians (called Mapuches) who lived there
about permission to fly we hit on the brilliant idea of hiring
them to clear the site. 73 seconds and $7,000 pesos (about
US$15.00) saw the Proposed Organisation of Forestry Termination Agreement in effect. Half an hour later the Mapuche
"bulldozer" arrived to drag away old and new tree stumps and

Panguiplilli launch from the air

F ly ing at the Panguipulli site

provide fertiliser for the newly landscaped take-off run . The
three photos in the air are from the same site.
Weather conditions were good before and after our enterprising expedition, and we counted ourselves lucky to have
two good days at this site. The best day of course being when
the battery fell out of its cradle in the truck and we watched

,.~
..

r"
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...

Villarrica volcano in the distan ce from Panguipulli site

the cu's form and dissipate from the backyard of the electrician's
yard . The second day was more stable and cloudless but I still
managed a three hour flight. Big plans are being hatched here for
a trip next summer. There are good flatland and hill flying conditions down there along with spectacular scenery. or
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COMpLACENCY ••• INsidiousLy ThERE!
by Ray Parsons
Dave Redman's accident report (May
Skysailor), had that ever lurking word hidden
in it... COMPLACENCY.
A group of about ten of us had decided to
spend Easter towing, and flying countless mi les
cross country. The strip to be used was 3 km
long, in good nick, but surrounded by lots of
trees about forty feet high . Mistake 1.
There were four of us experienced. I've
towed behind cars, trucks, boats, trikes,
winches and static; you name it! So the first day
was spent mainly getting the learners organised
and taught. This went fairly well but there were
a few bingles on landings, luckily no injuries .
In the afternoon the advanced (?) lot f1ew,again
no problems. Lapse rate was low so nobody
went anywhere. I had about half a dozen
launches, and some of our landings on the strip
were a bit ordinary. Mistake 2.
With advanced pilots, I feel that most landings should be better than "ordinary"! You've
probably guessed it by now, th e turbulence
from the trees was the cu lprit, yet we COMPLACENTLY continued .
Normal things were done that night, a nice
country pub, a nice meal, a beer or three, a story
or four and a decision to start early next morning and give the up-and-comers a tow before
the breeze got strong, then return to th e pub for
breakfast .
This we did, and all went well, but by 10
am a 20 mph wind, a bit more across the strip
than the previous day, was our April Fools Day
present. We were going to go back to the strip
and fly a million miles. Mistake 3.
Warwick Gill launched first and skied
around awaiting for more of us to become
airborne. Kevin Gilligan launched but ended
back with me. I remember saying to Kevin,
"Have another go," but he motioned for me to
hook in to the winch. I rem e mber walking my
glider towards the launch ute ... th at's all ...
Apart from a brief recollection, about four
hours later, of being loaded into the Royal
Flying Doctor's aeroplane, drugged conscious-

ness returned the next morning in the orthopaedic ward of the Cai rns Base Hospital with piasters and bandages all over me.
I intend to eventually seek a hypnotherapist's aid to jolt the return of events into my
conscious memory, but for now the recap of
events is provided by all the others .
The hook in was normal, the radio was
locked on, the acceleration was normal, from
here on things went bad. I suspect that the
afore-mentioned turbulence produced a down
wind component and I, as the glider started to
sink, thinking that rope tension was insufficient
or speed was decaying, wrongly called for more
line tension and increased the angle of attack.
Mistake 4.
This point is confirmed by Kevin,ashewas
directly astern and quoted that the glider appeared to be nearly vertical but not climbing
(stalled?). The glider then started to veer to the
right of the strip, still only at about tree-top
level. The resulting correction inp ut by me
apparently turned the glider to the left viciously, producing a situation of being at right
angles to the tow direction. Probably the speed
of things happening and the load on my arms
precluded me from taking a hand off and pulling the release cord. At about this point the
winch controller released the tow tension. Air
conditions cannot be determined or recalled .
Maybe a flat spin was developing, as on crashing, forw ard speed was practicall y ni I. The base
bar skid mark was less than two metres long and
the glider was heading back towards the starting area. The indica tion was tha tit was not a
very hard impact for the gl ider, but the reverse
for me, a point borne out by the fact that the
only glider damage was one upright and a
slightly bent leading edge outer tube. Remember the statement in Skysailor's May
article on heads? That amnesia occurs
from impacts of 150 g's upward?
The vario and compass, located on the
base bar, were squashed completely, I
think by my body. My radio, on my chest,
was also flattened a little. As you can
imagine, th e indications are that I im-

pacted the ground quite flatly, a point that
makes me feel, because of the extent of the
injuries, that if I had impacted head first, it
could have been the final curtain!
Now for the good news! Fortunately for
me, amongst the fliers present was Russel
Kraut, who had just completed a first aid
course. He spent heaps of time supporting my
head, as the fluid coming from my left ear
indicated possible skull or worst still, spinal
damage, but more fortuna tely, also there was a
flyer from Townsville, Dave McManus, a doctor who is presently working in the casualty
ward of the Townsville Hospital and has also
had time with the Royal Flying Doctor organisation. He had a few tools of trade with him but
he knew that in the local cop shop was a comprehensive medical kit that is normally used for
serious road accidents or nearby cattle station
mishaps. These are the reasons for the existence
of the airstrip that we were using. Dave must
have set one arm before the ki t arrived as one
of the photographs shows a Fosters carton
pressed into service as a splint! Deep facial
lacerations had been sewn up so quickly that,
now, hardly a scar is visible! I'll be indebted to
Dave and all the others who provided the TLC
[or the rest of my life.
This story has been written thirteen weeks
after the event. Things are healing fairly well
except for the elbow which could take up to six
months. I will have had plenty of time to muse
on it all.
The bottom line, folks, is that if you ever
feel the word "COMPLACENCY" creeping
into your hang gliding activities, think of the
above story, take a deep breath, and give the
word a big "flick". or

NOOSA
South East, Queensland

Microlight School
CAA Approved
* Trike Sales * Service * Instruction *
Accommodation available
Tuition 7 days

Bob Silver CFI
Joanne Millar P1

074 490065
018 708551
August 1994
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Do That
Pre-Flight
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By Tony Dennis
It is not hard to become complacent with your
aircraft, especially when you wheel it in and out of a
hangar to go flying. I have had some interesting incidents in the last month which have prompted me to
wri te this article.
The first incident happened when I was recently
demonstrating a trike in Carnarvon in W A. I had flown
my customer from the rear seat on the previous day and
he wished to have a flight from the front seat. Wheeling
the trike from the hangar early th e next morning, my
Tony Dennis & Chris Jones waiting to fly at Carnarvon
student and I proceeded to attach a set of training bars
to the aircraft. As I attached the top plastic clamps, I
MTAF WA
noticed that the top bolt in one training bar was a little
hard to align. Not thinking this to be much at the time,
The second incident is more relevantto aircraft coming outofhangars
I continued to go through my normal engine checks: water, fuel, etc. As
and assuming nothing has changed. WRONG! After wheeling the trike
I climbed into the back seat and was holding the A-frame for my student,
from the hangar, a pre-flight inspection of the aircraft and an engine
I noticed the side wires were a little looser than normal but they didn't
run-up was done. My student and I lined up and took offmy training strip
seem too loose. As we began to taxi and as I went through my final
in Derby W A. As we took off the aircraft turned to the left. My student
"1WMPFISCH" flight checks, I got to "P" - pins. I looked at the base
corrected and as we proceeded to climb, the low-ai rti me student remarked
bar/down tube junction and noticed my student had not located the bolt
on the wind wanting to lift up the right wing. As I looked at the right
correctly and the base bar was only held together by the training bar at
wing, I noticed the second last batten which normally rests on the dive
the top of its mounting point. I remember Chris Brandon during our
stick, was caught under the divestick, stopping the wing from reaching
instructors' course telling us of a similar incident with one of his local
tlying angle. Fortunately due to the docile flight characteristics of the
pilots who also noticed the A-frame bolt not located as he did his
Pegasus XL, it did not greatly affect the handling of the aircraft and we
pre-flight check.
landed and corrected the batten. It turned out that as my student was
wheeling the trike out of the hangar she clipped the trike on the hangar
door, catching the tip of the wing. This then hooked the batten under the
•
dives tick.

AUSSIE FLIGHT
Products

25 Beverley Ave, WARILLA, N.S.W. 2528
Wby buy Imported items, wlJcn tlJere is an Australian product mannfactured to the same standards, at a cheaper price?
RESERVE Parachutes, for hang gliders & paragliders with much slower
descent rates than the imported brands. Manufactured toT.S.O. C23b(CAO
103.18) specifications by Roochutes Australia's Barry Lewis, an approved
Class "A" Parachnte Rigger with over 15 years experience in Parachute Free
Fall Operations. Offering the largest range of reserve parachutes available;
8 sizes for hang gliders, 4 sizes for paragliders, including Tandem reserves.
All sizes can also be fitted with Pulled Down Apex.

These two personal instances have highlighted and reinforced two
things to me. That pre-flight checks DO WORK no matter which one you
use, whether it be ''1WMPFISCH'' or your own. Make sure you do one
every flight.
Something that is always brought home to instructors is that people,
friends and students, always want to help you, but you almost have to
treat them as if they want to kill you. That may seem a little harsh, but
that is sometimes how you have to look at it. No matter how helpful
people want to be you must always check what they have done and
sometimes you have to say "No" to assistance. The extra time you take
may save your life.
Just because 'it went into the hangar OK, next time you fly it may not
be the same. T

Prices li-om: $450 (SAVE $100)

WATERPACK, a 2 Itr backpack water container for X-country flights.
Manufactured from tough light-weight materials. More effectively insulated
than the imported brands. With one year warranty.
Price: $65 (SAVE $30)

SJOSTROM VARIO/ALTIMETER MODEL VA, the most popular and
reliahle unit available in Australia with a backup service un-match ed by any
imported product. Excels in marginal lift conditions. Fast, sensitive analogue vario. Averager, high resol uti on audio, compact, resi lient a nd shower
proof. Easy in-flight control, alti meter in 2ft increments, convertible to
metric. Mounting bracket included. With two year warranty.
Price on application for best pl'ice BI'Ollnd

'303' PROTECTANT, a spray-on UV protection for your glider or
paraglider. Extends the life of your sail cloth and inhibits mildew. Restores
faded sail cloth colours. A litre will give 2 years' protection.
Price: $26 pec litre

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222

Wingtech Pty Ltd

• )lJI prices plus freight while stocks last

PHONE: (042) 971923 or (018) 421989
26

U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
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Pilots Intending to fly Rosins launch,
Beechmont, Queensland
This is a private site controlled by the local club.
At present, strictly no paragliders.
Designated bomb outs ONLY.
Top landing: the 'CRICKET PITCH' ONLY - not for novices.
Fines and flying bans now apply

WE WANT TO KEEP THIS SITE

Flying in
Lightning Ridge
Hi to all you flying enthusiasts. My name
is Stan Hawkins and I live in Lightning Ridge,
known as the home of the world's finest gem,
Black Opal. ughtning Ridge is s ituated in the
far north-west of NSW . It is a very unique little
outback town which has so much to offer. Not
only is it a great tourist attraction, it is also
excellent for trike flying . Lightning Ridge is a
very multi-cultural community because it has
so many different nati ona lities . Ove r th e lastten
years, many people have co me to the ' Ridge' ,
many coming as tourists and staying on to
become residents, hoping to make a living out
of the Opal trade. Some people have been fortunate and done very well out of opa l while
others just get by . It's not so eas y but it's a
living.
Nine years ago I became very interested in
aviation in general. At that time I had the opportunity to buy a hang glider. I don't remem·
ber the name of the glider but it was certainly a
classic! As time passed, I learnt to fly hang
gliders but due to the long distan ces I had to
travel to fly , I became very frustrated . I asked
friends to assist me with towing. I w as even

jumping o ff s mall opal mounds for a bit of fun
so in between opal mining and other things, I
decided to set out to build a trike.

Philips P65

UHF
Compact
Portable
CB Radio

It certainly was no easy task . There was a
lot of trial and error in the making of the trike.
The designing of the trike was very difficult. I
certainly sympathise with those building a trike
from scratch. It took me a couple of weeks to
build and have the trike flying, but between
building the trike and opal mining, it took three
years to complete and be totally satisfied with
it.
My friendlordan and I des igned the mould
for the canopy which we made out of fibre
glass. That was very chall enging, but we endured. When we made the canopy we then
tested it for i IS aerodynami cs va lue and found
the performance improved drama tically, so the
completion and performance of the end resul t
was mos t gra tifying. All thanks must go to my
mate 10rdan Cucukovic for the assistance he
gave in completing my trike.
I will continue to fly gliders, and through
the years th at I have been associated with flying
I have made a lot of good mates and I hope to
mee t many more.

For those inte rested in ughtning Ridge, it
offers grea t wide open spaces for trike flying
etc and th e a tmosph ere is pretty good too.
Hea ps 0 [" [lying fun to all. Cheers
Stan Hawkins T

Jordan Clicukovic with Stan Hawkin 's trike

Powerful Performance
With its o ptio nal high powe r batte ry the P65
can tra nsmit at up to 5 watts to mee t th e
most de manding applicatio ns.

Personal & Portable
We ighing only 300 grams and with compact
dime nsions , the P65 fits neatly into yo ur
pocket or comfortably o n your be lt .

Positively Practical
Packed full of prac ti cal features plus a wide
rangc of accessories. the P6'i kee ps pace
with your evc ry need .
For a detailed brochure plus
information on our introductory
offer, contact the specialist
dealer, Melbourne Paragliding
Centre on 03 882 41 30 or write
to PO BOX 3010 Auburn, 3123.

PHILIPS
August 1994
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Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
The South East Regional meeting and f1yin
was hosted by our club over the weekend of 16
and 17 July at Gympie. I was not able to attend
on Saturday because fo work commitments,
however I was told that 26 pilots turned up for
a fun competition at Gunalda. Blue skies with
very light variable winds from NWto SEdidn 't
promise for any top flights. Several pilots did
manage to get away from the hill, with Tony
Giammichele and Nick Dillane reaching the
goal at Tiaro first, followed closely by Rob
Keen . Russell Jones and Ja mes Christensen
flew to a paddock just short of Tiaro.
That nightthe regional meeting was held at
Charlie's pub at Gympie. Again the subject of
accident reports NOT being submitted was discussed. Even the best pilots at the meeting
agreed that any accidents, no ma tter how small
MUST be reported so that knowledge can be
shared for the good of all involved in the sport.
It was passed that the South East Queensland region Association would be dissolved,
mainly because of running costs, and that the
association was not attuned with the thorough
running of individual clubs. AI though the association has been dissolved, flyins will still be
conducted with regional meetings being

chaired by the president of the host club.
Sunday'S f1yin was again held at the Gunalda site. It was another blue day wi th light to
moderate SW to SE winds. From the top of the
hill you could see the SEcu 's developing on the
coast. 30 pilots turned up for the competition .
Task was set for Maryborough with a spot
placed in the bomb out paddock for those who
didn't get away .
The first couple of pilots launched at 1.00
pm. Dave Sanders,a novice pilotin a Gyro with
no instruments or radio hooked straight into a
great thermal, which set the rush of pilots jockeying for take off.
Place getters for the days flying was as
follows :
Goal (Maryborough): 1st Speedy Gonsalves; 2nd Gordon Bieske and 3rd Nick Dillane, with Dave Redman,ScottTucker, Graeme
Hall and Ron Rimkus following shortly after.
The spot landing winners were : Novice - Gunter Lipowitz, Intermediate - Murray Charters
and Advanced - Steve Wurtz. The teams event
was won by the Canungra Club.
A special welcome to one of our new club
members, Mark Lawler, a school teacher from
outMitchell way. Hedroveabout580kms from
Mitchell for the flyin. That's keen.
Our club meeting will now be held on the
second Saturday of each month at the Breakfast
Room of th e Villa Noosa Hotel. Getthere early
for a nice meal and then the meetings will start
at 7.30 pm.
Till next month, safe flying .

Steve l ohnson, Vice President

New South Wales

Byron Bay Hang
Gliding Club
Well at long last the club has revamped the launch ramp at Tallows,
after a year of ne goti ati ng with the
co uncil and the Trust at the lighthouse.
With thanks to Shirley, Jack, loe
Scott, who put his foo t down and made
it all happen, a II th e guys who helped in
the maintenance program, and Mike
Sea ly, who did a great job resurrecting
it, thanks.
The ramp is a Iittl e ta ll e r, protecting
the flora and making launching a lot
easier.
We haven ' t had much of a winteras
ye t with a couple of months of fine
wea ther and mostly light winds. Not
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much good for coastal soaring but absolutely
perfect for triking, wi th myself and half a dozen
others gaining our pilot certificates. I got the
bug so bad I bought an Edge. I recommend
Skylimit here at Byron Bay as a great place to
progress into triking.
Our Palmwoods launch has just been revamped, for safety reasons. Thanks to Hayden
Miller for organising the working bee.
Hopefullybynowwewill havehada fly-in .
It 's good to get everyone together and have a
good ole time. I'm really impressed with the
XC skills of our pilots, Shirley, Hayden and
especially Dave Dewitt. Keep it up you guys.
Welcome to our newest students gaining
their novice certificates: Mark Wood, Andy
Yeomans and Gordon Hay, all a pleasure to
teach.
Till next time PLAY IT SAFE!!!
Peter Aitken

Sydney Paragliding Club
The July club meeting was extremely well
attended with a few fresh faces and new novice
ratings to boot. A warm welcome is extended
to our new members - Ian L., Bob B, Bruce E.,
Andy U., Catrina and Hugh, Gary S., Liesl Z.,
Christy B ., and Michael S . The past month
however, has seen a colossal increase in the
number of incidents and stuff ups at sites
around Sydney - it seems the warnings in the
last column weren't heeded . A trio of Victorians(Krazy Kempo, TontineTeddy,and Freddy
boy) escaped from the winter doldrums and
found solace at Stanwell on a really 'on' day.
Needless to say gung-ho Gungl managed to
lend weightto calls by some punters for coastal
endorsements for al pi ne pilots a fter a tug-o-war
with his Sphincter. The result - a bruised ego,
dented cars and Teddy bear suggesting a move
down to a 26 . Come back soon guys!
Another Nova jockey, Frank Villy, was
seen testing the stress Ii mits of his ankles with
some really hard and fast top landings. "I was
only trying to get o ut of the way of the
Hangies." I'm sure they'll luv ya Frank! Meanwhile, Hippie's Rainbow launches and fli es so
well that he was front starting at Blackheath
with Big Ears in place after having a cloud suck
incidentat Stanwell a few days before. Theclub
wishes him well for the upcoming Euro comps
he 's attending. The Y .OT.B.F.A.B.M award
this month goes to Peter Bowyer for his multiple attempts at leaving mother earth at Blackheath - yes Pete, a brush cutter would do
wonders up there.
Mike Egglton is currently giving lectures
on the subject of "how to KO spectators in 3
easy steps" after a successful day at Long Reef
proved his theori es correct. The month 's
·s melly ballast' award undoubtedly belongs to
Space Mike who suffered from a severe case of
·if I can't sell my glider then I'll trash it ' syn-
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drome. Mike encountered considerable barnacle suck at Stanwell resulting in a rocky sutf's
edge landing. The Space was laid to rest with
an unceremonious ocean burial ritual full of
expletives. Anyone with a 30 sqm+ glider for
sale should call him .....
Due to the mass of hairy flying and bodgey
conditions, no news of any good flights was
heard at the meeting - maybe next time. The
discussion topicatthe next meeting (Aug 11th)
will be on what to do if you get blown back over
the hill- it's sure to raise a good debate.
Til next time, promote our sport whenever
you can and fly safe ....
Godfrey Wenness

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

Monday 11th July Meeting
There was more flying to talk about than at
an average summer time meeting. In fact I'm
writing this babble on yet another perfect day
for a tow, a two hour boat and a beer. WORK!
Who needs it?
Firstly, welcome back to Bill Moyes. Although not quite Fred Astaire, he certainly is
every bit of the Bill Moyes we know and love,
except for the two new knees. It is also nice to

see you obeying the doc's orders and attending
Physio classes as expected Bill??
Two new sites and one re-discovered site
were covered. All within easy weekend flying
from Sydney and all breathtakingly beautiful.
Giro is a site, pioneered by Ian Westbrook.
It is north of Gloucester, has two wheel drive
access and a westerly take off. From the hill,
you look down onto a valley of rolling hills and
a crystal clear trout stream. The valley runs
north/south-ish and will make a wondetful site
on a light and variable day. Few people flew on
the day, Pete West managed to make it back to
the camp site, which by the way is also among
the best spots to camp I' ve seen. One big warning! There is a single strand power line in some
places right down the middle of the valley,
suspended 600 ft above ground from poles 800
metres apart. You will not see it from the air.
Pete knew exactly where it was and could not
see it no matter how he tried. Your only option
is to memorise where it is before you fly and
avoid it as Pete did.
Mt Ovens, east of Bathurst, was next on the
agenda, Dane Sl)elling being the man to cover
this one. An old site, Mt Ovens is a nice surprise. Two wheel drive access puts you 1800 ft
above the valley looking out over Bathurst
about 10 km away. Once again the mountain
runs Nortll/South-ish, would be an absolute
cracker on a light and variable day, but is realistically an advanced site. On the Saturday, the
air was coastal smootiJ allowing a ridge sour to
remember. At about 1000 ft above take off, the
westerly was washing a series of light cloud

towards the hill. With the sun out west, the
cloud would tum gold and we could see a
perfectly circular rainbow on the cloud with the
si Ihouette of our own glider smack in the middle of the circle. Grooooovy! Dane took some
shots, so I do hope they come out OK.
The Sunday was another story altogether.
The wind had gone a bit northerly creating a
washing maclJine effect along the face. Takeoff
was a little more unpredictable, (Wazza from
the Northern Beaches may recall .. . well handled Wazz!). Personally I had had a little too
muclJ Guiness the evening before and this was
not good. After only 10 minutes in the air, I had
to land before my breakfast did. Graham Smith
nearly experienced flying in a snow storm but
got away with it. A novice pilot who was not
that truthful about his hours and had been discouraged to the max about flying this site,
figured that landing under high tension power
lines was better than no landing at all. The
moral... at an early stage in this sport, it seems
to take more courage to be trutiJful about your
actual experience, than it does to fly an advanced si te against all advice.
And then there was Capertee. Dave
McLoskey recounted a "winter" weekend at
this most spectacular site within two and a half
hours of Sydney. Discovered by Ian Duncan,
pioneered by Ian Duncan and organised by Ian
Duncan . (That is the same Ian Duncan who
arrived on the day, minus his battens) but a big
thank you anyway Ian.
North of Lithgow on the way to Rylstone,
you come to a nothing place called Capertee .

Sky Cycles P/L
Trike Sales & Training. Sole Australian
Agent for Solarwings/Pegasus
NEW Pegasus Quantum combi nes economy of the "Q" model with comfort and cockpit
ergonomics of the Quasar. In-flight tri m to over 70 mph hands off. Phone for an information package
on this world beater.
Pegasus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands off). The smooth performer now ava ilable is low noise
582. Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat.
Pega:sus "Q" th e performance and economy of the "Q" is well known. Still winning the competi tions
that count.

Pegasus XL available in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High Power configuration with or
without tug equipment. Flying school and recreational favourite.
Cyclone Chaser S The World Champion flexwing single sea ter. Real

economy and performance

at a real low price .

We also have good used aircraft available.
I
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Phone for an information package o n any of our trike products or arrange a test flight.
Don't forget your Iva prop $600, and Special Communica trike systems includes helmet, visors, radio kit,
battery & charger for only $950 .

For all the latest in trike products and training.

14 Northern Ave Moorabbin Airport Vic 3194

Ph: 03 5875975, Fax: 03 5875976
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State, Club and Region News continued ...
Hang a right, drive toward Glen Davis for 30
odd Ks and you come to a paddock on your left
which just happens to be perfect for Aero Towing in any direction . On the Saturday, everybody was set up when Bill and Clive arrived
with the Tugs from Rylstone. Within an hour,
all pilots were climbing a resident thermal
above Moun t Canobla to 5,500 ft. Moun t Canobla is one of a series of sand stone cliffs which
skirt the eastern side of the Caper tee valley and
go on for miles. The valley itself is about 35
kms across, and on a good summer's day, the
scope for a long and spectacular flight is pretty
well unequalled. This is an Aero Tow site only
and thanks muchly to Clive and Bill.
Sunday dawned overcast and raining, but
the valley sits in a bit of a rain shadow so
everybody headed for the paddock and moved
into wait-and-see mode. The tugs had spent the
night tethered on the edge of the paddock, so as
soon as it fined up, they were ready to go. At
about 2 :30 pm the sky cleared, convection
started on the face of Mount Canobla and 5
pilots went for an hour's boat in beautifully
smooth air. Not bad for a winter's weekend,
what?
Dane Snelling came a long to the meeting to
tell us about the Australi an Geographic open
day. Dick Smith held a charity open day for the
public to take a look at their Terry Hills offices .
Built into the bush, floor to ceiling glass allows
the workers to enjoy views of Australian wild
life hopping about within feet of their workspace . Neat! Hang gliding parap hernalia
formed part of the di splay on the day, a nd for
your interest, Dick Smith h~s so far donated
$12,000.00 in sponsorship to our sporL
We then had the pleasure of Tony Armstrong to tell us of his last trip to the Owens
Valley and Yosemite. Some really good video
footage of both venues, but sadly it seems these
annual trips will come to an end this year.
(Unless you hassle Tony.) He also showed us
an Active Airsports promo video, shot on a
budget, but a very good 55 minutes offlying in
the outback and at Stanwell. Tough way to
make a living Tony, but somebody has got to
do it!
Ivan Lizarralde showed a short take from
Nines Wide World of Sport on a paragliding
and hang gliding festival in France. Good fun,
but bloody dangerous .
Graham Smith gave us a graphic a nd very
honest account of a water landing he recently
made on a Northern Beaches site. Graham has
a lotof experience in this game, so itreally does
illustrate that it can happen to anybody. The
moral... get along to the next Northern Beaches
Club "How to deal with la nding in water"
nights, so if it happens to you, you have more
chance of survival.
And thatis how it happens for the members
of the Sydney Hang Gliding Club during the
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winter! If you would like to know more, the
next meeting will be at the Moyes Loft on
Monday the 8th August at 7:30 pm.
See you there.
Greg Wilkinson
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Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
Our club fly for July was on Sunday 3rd
venue Glennies, near Singleton . The day
dawned foggy but had the promise of being a
good one. We drove in and out of the fog banks
as we headed for the meeting at Singleton Post
Office. From there a convoy tot he start of the
4WD track, a quick transfer of gliders and
equipment to the 4WDs while Nigel and I went
to the land owner for the gate key .
We were then stopped about a third ofthe
way up by a steep and muddy section of track,
which even the best of our 4WDs could not
negotiate. There was not other way round. Adjournment to the picnic area beside the dam,
lunch and a swapping of glider stories while
glancing up at the top ridge of the mountain as
cu's began to develop. We will be back!
The Glennies fly was to be the first in the
94/95 annual Club Competition. Last year's
finished the 30 June. The number crunching is
now taking place and we s hould be able to
declare a winner at the July meeting.
AttheJune meeting the new committee was
sworn in with myself as President, Neil Glennon - Secretary, Paul Kirwan - Treasurer, Nigel
Felton - SSO, Craig Docherty - SO, Alan Bond
Winch Director, Garry Carr - PR Officer.
The club meets on the last Tuesday of each
month at the sportsman Hotel, Kildare Rd,
Blacktown starting promptly at 7.30 pm. New
members always welcome.
David Middleton, President

VICTORIA

Minutes of the VHGA Safety Officer's
Meeting, 24 June 1994
The VI-IGA held its annual safety officers
meeting which was well a ttended with some 22
safety officers and nomi nees from most Victorian clubs . All nominees were accepted as
safety officers and their nominations have been

sent to HGFA.
Safety concerns were focused on inexperienced, restricted (novice) pilots operating without supervision and flying in potentially
dangerous conditions. It was felt imperative
that novice pilots be re-informed of their flight
restrictions and pathways be provided for them
to obtain peer supervision and gain further experience.
The following actions were suggested and
will be implemented :
1. Club contacts and flight restrictions will
be included in the Victorian Site guide
provided to all new pilots via the HGFA
office.
2. Schools will be requested to encourage
new pilots to join their local clubs (this
may be done through Aussie Instructor).
3 . A motion to produce a national safety
manual/magazine specifically for new pilots will be proposed at the HGFA AGM.
4. Contact notices to new pi lots will be
placed in Skysailor emphasising the club
listing.
5. The Operations Manager will be asked to
reproduce the protocol of the Operations
Manual in Skysailor.
6. Clubs will be requested to promote themselves and encourage participation of novice pilots in flying events with advanced
pilots .
Further discussions revolved around the
need for improving accident reporting . Those
present felt the HGFA office should re-issue
copies of accident reporting forms to all sa fety
officers and accident summaries (similar to
CAA crash comic) be reintroduced to
Skysailor. This task will also be placed on
Craig.
Mark Pike, Coerced minute taker!

~
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Skyhigh Paragliding Club
Oh dear, I have been very slack. My most
humble apologies for my complete lack of any
contribution to this column for the past four
(4!!!) months . Those of you who were pleased
with my absence have my compliments, but I
am sorry to say I'm back!
I guess I could try to cover the many and
varied events of the time which has passed , but
I think I would probably be stretching the
Skysailor page limit if I was to go into my usual
verbose writing mode . Those of you who read
Australian paragliding News will have kept
pace with events anyway, so I'll just say what
comes to mind.
The Sky high club annual general meeting
was held a couple of weeks ago at the Re treat
Hotel, with a large attendance, including a few
new members. Our beloved president of two
years standing, gossip merchant and all round
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top fellow Ken Mitchel hi II has stood down,
along with long suffering but excellent treasurer Scott Bennett ( who delivered a comprehensive financial report- thanks again Scott) ,
our petite but hard working secretary and
founding editor of Australian Paragliding
News, Christine Danger, and Chris (New Father!) Guthrie, membership secretary and
sticky label producer extraordinaire. Resounding applause filled the Carrington room of The
Retreat, for all their generous work as mainstays of the Skyhigh Paragliding Club over the
past two years.
Applause also for our brave and ingenious
Vice President Paul Harrison, who has stood for
another year. Such dedication in the offioe of
2.I.C and chief Taj Mahal builder, without
whom we would all getweton the claggy days
at Bright and wherever we see the AI fa GTV.
Last but not least are the thanks to the other
members of last year's committee: Tony
Caselli, Martin Pozzi, Jim McColgan and Gary
Stephenson for their contributions as competitions, novioe, social and coach representatives.
Skyhigh has become a great club through the
contributions of every member, article writer
and photographer, every one a credit to yourselves.

The newly elected committee consists of:
President - Jeremy Torr
Vice Pres - Paul Harrison
Treasurer - Joe Rainczuk
Secretary - Hamish Barker
Mem'ship Sec - Stuart Szabo
Compo coord. - Wally Taws
Novioe rep . & Library - Bill Grah am
Special Projects - Andrew Kemp
APN Editors - David Mills and Ken Mitchelhill
Good luck to the new committee, it's going
to be a hard act to follow the success of the last
one!
Several other events of note at the AGM
were the awards of the President's Cup trophies . instituted a couple of years ago, these
awards go to the President's selection of the
most outstanding efforts by Novioe and intermediate pilots in the club over the past year.
Ken's choioe for the (in need of polish!)
Novioe cup went to Tony Bai ley from Ballarat.
Tony's rapid development from neophyte of
Mystic Bowl to competent intermediate (I
think) pilot, and his determination despite a
scary incidentearlier i n the yearare grea t to see.
The intermediate cup was thoroughly deserved by Phi I Ta yl or, who has stuck a t the
sport despite problems of getting a flyable wing
(and in his own words" ... turning it nearly upside down ... "), and with a lot of perseverance at
competition flying finds himself around 12th
place in the National Paragliding ladder. Talk
about an RHG, keep it up Phil!!
At last results of the Mocopan Cross Country Challenge for 1993-94 was fina lised, and
Mr Robert Dimmatina from Mocopan Coffee
was at the meeting to award the HUGE swag of
prizes to the winners.
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W 0 rds
fail to descri be the
sight (well,
for a caffeine
fiend such as
yours truly!)
of the mountain of Mocoa
n
p
beverages,
cups,
the
(ahhh ...) Rancilio Home
Espresso machine, dripolator (I can't
take it! Hang
on 1 gotta
A pilot launching at Mt Emu during 1993 Bogong Cup
have a cup ... )
photo by Mike Duffield
and
other
odds and sods
aviation use. Skyhigh club would like to extend
totalling $600! Big thanks to Mocopan, who
our deepest thanks to Ponti for his generosity
help to keep us high when we're not flying.
and toleranoe in allowing our members to use
First prize of the open division wentto Fred
his paddock in the past.
Gungl, without a doubt one of Australia's best
To make things clear DO NOT LAND IN
punters. Fred's five entries totalled 390 or so
THE
OLD LANDING AREA (pONTI'S
kilometres, truly an achievement to be reckON MYSTIC LANE!!
PADDOCK)
oned with in years to come. The Gungl houseNegotiations
to secure a new landing area
hold now features an espresso machine - yum!
are
in
progress,
so
if you intend to fly there,
Second plaoe went to none other than Ron
with
a
local
pilot
(such as Brian Webb,
check
McKenzie of Conargo, who's a pretty hard guy
Ted
Jenkins,
Fred
Gungl,
Rosy Fletcher, Geoff
to catch onoe he's off the end of his tow rope.
White)
and
be
absolutely
certain about where
First in the sport division was young Michael
you
mayor
may
not
land.
Failure
to do so could
Rainczuck, slipping away to rack up XC kilomean ill will among landowners toward the free
metres even whi Ie test flying wings for his first
flying community and possible loss of Mystic
purchase. Watch out for Michael at the compeand/or
other sites. Enuff said .
titions in future! Prizes were also awarded to
Chris Danger, Chris Guthrie and Wally Taws
for fine form and improvement all round. Congra tulations to everyone who got off their dates
to fly distance and again thanks are due to
Mocopan Coffee for their extreme generosity
with prize sponsorship.
Don ' t forget, the Cross country challenge
continues for at least 94-95, so keep the entries
rolling in . Forms are available from Greg
Walsh at the monthly meetings.
A high (or low) light of the meeting was the
decoration with the DFC of none other than
Skyhigh's perennial plummeter, Danger by
name, danger by nature, Tricky Trevor Danger.
Formerly known in empire days as the Distinguished Flying Cross, Trev's trophy is to be
referred to as the Diabolical Flying Commode,
awarded to commemorate his many reoeipts of
the monthly dunny seat award and "servioe
above and beyond the call of duty" to hang
glider-paraglider relations. Watch out you
don't do anything stupid when he's around or
he might sling it around your neck!
And now the bad news. Ponti's Paddock,
the nom1 al bomb-out landing area previously
used by just about every paraglider lobbing off
Mystic Bowl at Bright, is CLOSED. Ponti, the
owner 01' th at lovely grassy area, has decided
that it is to return to agricultural and NOT

Those members with a gap in their wardrobes will be pleased to note that the NEW
Skyhigh Paragliding Club T-shirts are available. The groovy design is equally at home on
the backs of sal ty sea-dog coastal, lofty mountain or tow-heads alike, comes in two sizes and
long or short sleeve styles. Wanna get one?
Check 'em out at the next Skyhigh meeting, or
wri te to Skyhigh Club at PO BOX 446 KEW
3101. 1 think they're about $20-25 apiece.
Skyhigh 's advanoed and experienoed intermediate pilots who are available to be a
"buddy" for novice (aka restricted) pilot oerti Iicate holders, and haven't yet been contacted
should feel free to contact the secretary,
Hamish Barker on 888-4863. Hopefully the
system of assigning experienoed pilots to novices should help integrate newcomers into the
club, and more importantly prevent a few
prangs!
On that note, 1 bid you all a safe month of
flying, remember, plan your flight BEFORE
you lobb off into the teeth of that howling
winter gale. What will YOU do after you take
off?
Cheers!
HamishBarker T
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FOUND
Watch gent's stainless steel/bronze analogue face.
Found on south face of Bald Hill around 18 July contact
Ben Kennedy 03 5448133 ex 245, 9-9 pm .

WANTED
1 good to excellent 170 Mars sail price negotiable
074498573
Help with a Static Winch design. The Whitsunday
HG Club is planning to build a club winch, hydraulic or
otherwise to be of a static pull-in type design engine
driwn. lf anyone can help w ith some pointers this would
be greatly appreciated. Please address any correspondence to Ron Huxhagen 12 Van Eldik Ave Andergrow
Old 4740 ph 079 552913, fax 079511648
Re.erve parachutes for HG & PG ph Tony 042

942999

PARAGLIDERS
Queensland

Rod 03 7904820 B, 059 443815 AH

Western Australia
Paragllder Merlin 26 sq m 12AAcpui as new less than
3 hrs genuine sale $2700 ono also
Tourl.t 28 sq m speed system gd nov paraglider ex
cond $800 ono ph 098 805161
Paragllder Swing Prlsma 28 (adv) suit 55-80 kg 65
hrs airtime vgc $2000 also
Paraglider Edel Apollo 24 yellow suit 55-80 kg 20
hrs airtime vgc $2400 ono also
Paraglider Edel Apollo 27 yellow suit 80-100 kg 5
hrs airtim e ex cond $2800 with Edel Force hamess also
Paraglider Edel Orion 24 green suit 55-80 kg 25 hrs
airtime vgc $3000 ono with harness
Reserve parachute for para glider E-25 brand new
with manual, weight 2.1 kg $380 ph Jiri Hlavaty 09
2551363

HANG GLIDERS
New South Wales

Edel Racer 21 OK cond speed machine $1500 also
Ventu. Tandem Paragllder 38 sq m great buy$l 000
ph 015158745, 075 745479

AirBorne Edge 1 yr & 109 hrs old full instrumentation,
complete maintenance log , great wing colours perfcond
inc! custo m buiU trailer worth $800 total price $17000 ph
Carlo 02 5671883

Paragllder Paratech P4 high performance 4 riser &
speed system as new with factory certified Al condition
$1900 ono ph 075 965679

Sting 116 (nov) pink mylar LE dk & It blue US suit new
buyer ideal for lady or small pilot $2500 ph 02 3875622

New South Wales

Blitz 146 (exp int) kevtar LE pink & mau ve US a bargain
@ $2000 ono ph Troy 049633281 or 66 1089

Paragllder Edel Space 27 sq m safe top perf int wing
90-120 kg 4 risers & speed system $2200 with harness
ph Mike 027074325 AH

Victoria
Paragllder Falhawk Neo 22 sq m with basic Airwaw
harness. Good speed, easy launch & a solid feel give
stress.free flight to any beginner ~puls all A's, a very
safe wing). Weight range 55-75 kg hook~n (ie, inc! all
equip except glider). Ex cond no rips, no damaged lines,
no sah water, 30 hrs airtime. Wanllo sell to a good home
for ANY REASONABLE OFFER. Ph Rachael 03
8884863 AH , 03 8983742 BH
Paragllder Para-Pacific Monarch 24 18 mths old
25 hrs gd cond suit beginner 60-85 kg easy to launch &
fly complete with speed system hamess & bag $900 call
Rod 03 7904820 BH , 059 44381 5 AH

Desire 151 (int) white MS & LE fluoro yellow crocodile
US 30 hrs $3800 ana also
Foil 160 Race ~nt) white MS fluoro green LE wMe &
fluoro yellow US $700 also
Alrsport Wedgie harness grey cordura heavy duty
su~ 175-185 cm, 75-95 kg pilot $350 ph lachlan 066
291365
AirBorne Edge Al cond full instrumentation compass
'C' type gear box Iva prop plus spare wooden prop 135
hrs strobe light & covers $14,500 with trailer ph 049
371781 or 049 583986 W
Moyes Tracer harness brand new suit 5'8'-5'10'
front entry front chute camera pockets tow loops loads
of storage, adjustable angle of attach , bag & steel
carabiner incl $500 ($300 less than new price!) ph 02
3163287 W , 042 261707 H

Paragllder Sigma 25 nov/int 10 hrs genuine airtime
as new blue + harness & PA reserve (newr used) the
bargain of the year at $2450 ono ph Ted 018 573879 or
057501217 AH ph/fax

Gyro II 180 (nov) in ex cond with v low flying time +
well maintained cocoon hamess. This glider has a
yellow & wh ite sail with a blue centre stripe. It is the
perfect glider for a nov or new pilot as it is easy to fly &
very forgiving $1400 ana ph 047 826486

Paragllder Para Pacific Monarch 24 18 mths old
25 hrs gd cond su~ beginner 60-85 kg easy to launch &
fly complete with speed system harness & bag $900 ph

Trike wing - fat Edge vgc has the Edge airframe. Has
the advantage of a lower stall speed $3500 ph Lee 065
565265

Desire 151 ~nt) immac cond 20 hrs new save $lOoos
$3500 ono ph Peter 066 853358, 015 257699
Edge 582 - trike ba.e only 180 hrs CHT, AH, ASI,
Tacho, hour meter only $12000 great cond ph Lee 065
565265
95-10 AIrBorne trike Edge wing and Buzzard base
Wing 15 mths old magenta & fluoro yellow US motor
503 dual ignition done approx 70 hrs 'C' type gear box
white Catto ground adjustable prop spats & instruments
unit in immac cond $12000 ph 068 522049
Ball 851 varlo/alt $350 also
Hi-Energy parachute $350 both in gd cond ph Phil
McCaig 049 733809
Mars 170 (nov) vgc white MS dk blue LE rainbow US
Foil 180B (int) fair/poor cond 2 helmets ex cond
Blackhawk pod (red, black trim) gd cond parachute
never used Ball 851 vario gd cond Electrophone
UHF FM CB radio ex cond (with mike, speaker and
press-to-talk switch wired up to helmet, recharger)
Winch towing harness hand fairings ASI etc Mark
Fletcher 02 5595803 weekends & after 7 pm weekdays
GTR 182 ~nt) with cocoon harness and parachute blue
LE white MS 70 hrs airtime ex cond $1000 the lot ph
Peter 02 9628663
Foil Combat 152 (int) turquoise crimson US white LE
& TS sleeved new side wires . My trusty Foil has been
regularly maintained & is in IIfIc but must make way for

my new Desire $1700 ono 042681074
Mission 170 (nov/int) ex cond batten profile & manual
low hrs $1700 also
Pod large as new $400 ph Neil Mersham 066853178
XS II 142 (exp int) white LE red white orange US 1.5
yrs old has only ever had 1 bent upright used to hold
Manilla long distance record $2500 ana ph Ian Duncan
029189962
Mission 170 (nov) aqua dk blue fluoro yellow with extra
large pod harness, emergency chute & helmet gd
cond $2100 ph Ray 02 5227293
G TR 162 (int) blue LE white MS rainbow US speed bar
hand fairings tow bridle all in ex cond $650 ono or trade
VHF hand held radio ph 018 656006 Port Macquarie
NSW
Desire 141 (int) Ige A.frame white LE yellow front US
panel blue 2nd US panel comp sleews ex cond 25 hrs
$4000 ono ph 042 941898 AH
Airborne Edge 582 LC electric start E type gear box
battery & rectifier IVO prop four point harness for both
front & back seats adjustable back rest for front pilot
park brake 42 hrs $17000 ph 047 361714
Mission 170 (nov) meticulously well kept perf for nov
or int $1400 ono ph Paul 043 341919 H , 232944 W
Mission 170 (nov) fluoro pink & yellow TS gd cond with
matching Danny Scott pod harn •• s helmet overmitts spare upright batten template new bag suit
new pilot $1900 lot 065 533415 AH
Sting 154 XC (int) faired uprights speed bar VG ex
cond with only 40 hrs purple mylar LE & TE white MS
yellow & blue US $3000 ono ph Paul 066 281506
Ivo prop gd cond $500 ana also
2 blade wooden props or 2 blade 68 x 36 wood
props $150 ea ono also
Assort. A 1 tubing for hang glider or similar best offer
ph Grant Piper 049 829004 AH
Quantum 582 trike T2.2722 50 hrs TT ph Don 02
5199844 reason for sale - GA plans
Sting 118 ~nt) pink mylar LE dk & h blue US suit new
buyer ideal for lady or small pilot $2500 ph Steve 018
570168

South Australia
XS 142 (exp int) this glider performs well & flies sweetly
fluoro pink & turquoise US the rest is white $2000 ana
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give Ian a ring on 08 2675401
Blitz 155 (exp inl) white TS grey mylarLE & TE crimson
& sky blue US gd cond flys well & never been benl will
freighl $1850 ph Col 088 273218
Sting 1eo (nov/inl) faired posts speed bar v lighl & easy
10 sel up gd beginner Ihrough 10 inl glider as new cond
low hrs $1950 ono (boughllrike) also
SjOstrom varfo & digital altimeter gd cond $450
one ph 08 3262908
XS 142 (exp inl) fluoro orange LE lime green 1S yellow
dk green lime green US flies well incl fins $1500 one
also
Worfdbeater151 Qnl} pink LE wMe MS crisp sail $500
ono ph Sue or Colin 08 3771641 AH
Enterprise Wings Aero 2 Qnl} 15 hrs air l ime pink
while grey colouring as new $1700 one also
Flytech 3020 inslrumenl unit no wind vane used twice
$650 one ph 08 2581405, if no one home please leave
a message

Queensland
Moyes XT 1 GS (inl) red LE blue & wMe US & TS batten
profile & owners manual 2 spare uprighls & 2 base bars
low hrs 65 hrsex UV resistanl colours flies & looks greal
$2300 one ph 070 519392
Combat (inl) as new cond has been slored for Ihe lasl
2 yrs lolal air time 15 hrs as new cond not a wrinkle in
Ihe sail would suit a pilol moving up from an inllo high
perform glider who wanls It' save Ihousands Pink LE
blue & while US superb handling & high perform on a
near new glider al almost haW Ihe cost $2400 plus
shipping ph 070 341451
Xtrallte 147 (exp inl) 4 mt hs old ex cond $3700 ono
also
XT 1155 x 2 Qnl} gd cond exc colours $2000 ea ph 070
519392
Swap or Trade up/down: 1 x IBM 466 SX computer boughl new 15 hrs use value $2600 appeal 10
inlerested parties or hang glider manufactu rer. I desperalely need hamess similar 10 Exact or Danny Scott,
reserve parachule and Icom channel 40 radio willing 10
swap or lrade up/down ph 075 299654

Mission 170 (nov) blue LE & wh~e MS gd cond $1600
ph Geoff 079 923137

SjOstrom varfo/llit ex cond only $420 call Graeme
074497490 BH

Fall 139 Combat II (inl) white LE grey & aqua US low
hrs 1 yr old glider in MI Beauty for lesl flying $2500 ono
ph Birgit 075 435631 or Dennol 057 572910

XS 155 (exp inl) all bottom wires replaced sail only 2
yrs old flies extremely well $900 ono ph Andrew 079
726840

Blitz 146 (exp inl) nol a yr old 60 hrs gd cond orange
grey US $1660 ex 1st high perfonn glider also
Aero 170 (inl) 40 hrs ~ blue/pink only $1750 ph 075
991363

Aero 170 Qnl} gd cond flies well $1500 ph 075 915870

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) low hrs blue LE fluoro pink
US with small fluoro yellow Iriangle faired king posl
speed bar spare round A-frame batten profile & manual
waterproof cover pod harness High Energy chute
Skytech flight deck Instruments Pagen books all
vgc $2900 leaving sport due 10 wor!< commitmenls ph
076613496

Rotax Bombardier 4152 LC motor complele with
prop exhaust slarter molor direct drive $1000 ph 079
393645
Moyes Xtrallte147 (exp inl) 4 mlhs old in ex cond 11
hrs flying lime clear scrim LE full mylar TS fluoro pink
dk blue US a bargain al $4200 conlacl Greg
Toowoomba 076 325059
Blitz 155 (exp inl) purple & fluoro yellow US $2500 ph
076221714 or016 153895

Sunshine Coast front entry harness 6 hrs flying
lime suit 5'4' ex cond $400 must sell going OIS ph Matt
074496573

Briunlger AltlNario compelilion wilh barograph
$790 (6 mlhs warranty) also
Reserve parachute $390 ph 070 322799

Edge 582 grey (# OOS) 326 hrs T2-2 525, full dash gd
nick incl BRS rockel chule $12000 ph Chris016 712460
or 070 96561 6

GTR Qnl) one owner lop cond safe $750 ph Pele 074
461722

Combat 139 Ont} gd cond $1650 ono also
Foil 140 Qnt} gd cond make an offer suil smaller pilol
ph Marjorie 070 953325 , 921316 AH , 953657 fax

Biltz 155 (exp inl) fluoro orange LE yellow & orange
US new side wires no prangs flies slraighl gd cond
$1950 ph Andrew 07 3761720 AH

XT 165 Ont} ex rond on ly 90 hrs $2200 also
Tracer harness near new suit med build 172 em $600
also
Oz vario $200 also
Large Moyes wheels $90 ph Brian 075372372 or 07
2666959

Arrow II Buzzard trike ROlax 532 Reg . AUF 100455 200 hrs head jusl been lifted de~oked new gaskels waler pump rebui~ new radialor all new wheel
bearings new side wires factory re~ond 4 blade Brolga
prop Ihe bes195-10 lrike around won't lasl al $6,500 ph
Stan Roy Suncoast Hang Gliders 074 459165 or 016
966796

XS 155 (exp int) dk blue LE fluoro yellow US white MS
king post hang gd cond only $950 ono ph Daryl 074
463010 anytime

Combat 152 Qnl} 94 hrs tolal lime white LE fluoro
green mid blue US ex cond will deliver SE Qld/Nlh NSW
$1500 ph 07 8376160 anytime

Trike Pegasus 462 XL airframe IT 100 engine 10 hrs
since complete rebuild red LE & US black second panel
red lrike pod flys like a dream top cond lots of extras
musl sell $15000 incl training ph Bob 016 708551 , 074
490065

Combat 2 152 (inl) LE sleeves & extra haW battens
purple LE pink & purple US ex cond $2700 ph Phil 060
562665

XS 155 (exp int) as new less than 20 hrs airtime only
$3300 also

Trike Edge T2.2511 grey LE wh MS orange & grey US
with white lrike base GSC limber prop C-type gearbox

Victoria

IntrodUCing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2,
3,
4.
5.
6,
7,
8,
9.
1O.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S,E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
August 1994
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fun inslrumenls new heavy duly wing cover plus FULL
Ailbome cowrs loIs of new parts & receipls $12500 ono
or $13500 wilh lessons 10 SOLOI also
Biltz 148 (exp inl) mauve & lilac sail wilh while mylar
LE & TE vg cond wilh rubber backed uprighls (1 spare)
new side wires & heavy duty bag $2400 ono ask for
Jason 057 551724 or018 570168
Biltz 155 (exp inl) orange LE while MS orange US low
hrs ex cond will swap for gd cond XT or Aero 165 $2300
ono also
FoU C Qnl) yellow scrim LE while MS pink & black US
$1800 also
Mars 170 x 3 (noV) all wilh fully replaced lower rigging
wires plus new uprighls $600 ea 057551724
XS 155 (exp inl) II blue TS pink US flies well gd cond
$1500 Fiona Waddinglon PO Box 230 Apollo Bay Vic

3233
XT 185 Qnl) ex cond wilh speed bar & scrim LE looks
new wilh batten profile & owners manual $2500 ph
Gavin 03 4896550
Airwave Magic 4 half race (int) red mylar LE pockel
4.8 ozdacron MS mid blue US faire king posl & uprighls
(one spare) variable geomelry 65 hrs logged airtime
minI cond musl sell no longer flown price $800 also
Moyes pod harness black with gold slripe many
added fealures ind drink waler bladder elc suil 5'6' 5'10' pilol $250 also
Paradynamlcs • Mosquito' rapid deployment
backup parachute 1.5 second deploymenllime sink
rale 18 fps $400 (will sell as complele or separale)
conlact Ian O'Neill 03 8876208 or BH 018 178945
Trike 582 low noise Quasar 2 Solar Wings Pegasus
100 hrs full instrumenl ASI , VSI , CHT, EGT, Tacho ,
compass, in.flighllrim. Fuel gauge fully maintained wilh
full sel of logs suparb cond new $30000 sell $25500 ono
ph 03 6465459 or 03 6468838
Quantum 582 trike as seen at Holbrook. Won the besl
presenled 2 sealer Irike Trophy . n 60 best offer T2 2722 ph Don 015 438016
Airborne Buzzard trike n.2048 Rolax 532 LC 2
blade prop walerlemp CHT, ASI, ALT, compass, wired

Trikes at Coifs Harbour airport on their northbound "Cape
York" trip - photo Guy Hampton
for UHF radio , covers , Arrow wing, complele wilh reg islered custom Irailer $5950 ono ph Robert 053 981815
AH
XS 142 (exp inl) ex cond low hrs white LE & TS lemon
& II blue US skies oul well & has been Irealed wilh much
TLC ring $2200 ono Healher 057 551503
SjOstrom varlo/altl ex working order never been oYer
18,000 II $350 ph Brian Read 057 279421
Foil 180B Racer Qnl) scrim LE & TE brand new sail
fluoro orange LE" green MS fluoro orange US while TS
Combal bag new side nose & lop wires immac cond
ideal firsl high performance glider bargain $1600 also
UHF mobile radio
Pearce Simpson UHF
2020 $350 ph SIeve 03
4207881 BH, 5802768
AH

Towing
with the

Melbourne Paragliding Centre

•

•
•

Using the latest in high tech hydraulic
equipment for smoothness, reliability
and safety
One day HGFA Towing endorsement (max. 4
pilots per course)
Equipment and operator available for hire for
clubs, groups and special events

If you have any
queries or would like
more information
feel free to contact us,
27 Oberon Ave
Hawthorn East 3123
Ph & fax 03 8824130
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XS 155 (exp inl) low
hrs no flutters yellow &
green tip levers nice
glider $1900 ph Chris
052 217096 or Rob 052
223019
Turbo-Chute molorised
backpack
paraglider in as new
cond incl harness
ACPUL
cerlified
paraglider helmel carry
frame total price $7000
ph 060 265658 AH

ACT
Xtralite 137 (exp int) mylar $3500 also
XR 149 (int/adv) $2500 also
Mission 170 (nov) $1500 also
Icom 1C40 $350 ph Tove or Grant 06 2941466
Mission 170 (noV) gd cond 60 hrs red LE white TE
yellow US speed bar batten profile manual spare hang
loops & some hardware. My 1st glider no prangs still flys
v nicely only selling so I can finally afford to upgrade
$1200 ono ph Ian 06 2971674 H, 06 2656158 W
Gyro 145 (nov) blue LE while US & TE new flying wires
mylar LE gd cond $600 also
Mars 170 (nol/) rainbow stripes new flying wires gd
cond $600 also
Mission 170 (nov) as new 20 genuine flying hrs blue
& while $1650 also
Cocoon harness ex cond sui15'8' -5'10' $90 also
Roochute Pulled Down Apex reserw 2 mths old
never used $450 also
Fly tee 3005 as new $450 ph 06 2940537
Woridbeater 151 Qnl) v low hrs greal kile v clean
ultraweave & kevlar TE so will never slrelch $1500 ono
also
Cocoon harness suil 5'11' & chute $500 also
2 x Electrophone UHF 40 ch TX 4755 as new cond
$400 ea or Ihe 101 for $2500 ph Ross 06 2415640
Moyes pod harness suit 6'2' fronl entry gd cond
orange & green $300 ono ph 06 2815919 AH
Moyes XT 165 Qnt) 10 hrs gd looking glidervgcspeed
bar & wheels $2450 ono ph Robert 06 2513762

Communications:
Communlca Systems headsels helmels intercoms radio
interfaces VHF & UH F
Ic om radios . All in
stock, winter specials .
Chin guards for Com munica helmets with visor locks $34.00. ph
Glenn 018 690040

XT 1 65 (int) ex cond well maintained ordered new less
than 2 yrs ago in hot colours fluoro yellow scrim LE sky
blue wilh fluoro pink TS fluaro yellow & pink US with
speed bar & wheels reludanl sale ind manual batten
profile spare hang loop & down tube free delivery to
Sydney region or equivalenl all for $2490 ph Peter 06
2315878

Trike trailer Airborne
Windsports suitable for
most popular Irikes
$45003 8076138 AH

Moyes Tracer Pod red with yellow as new genuine 4
hrs old size 5'8'-6' $450 09 5724200

Foil 152C Qnt)excond
approx 30 hrs must sell
$2200 also
Air Support Wedgy
harness & reserve
chute also 30 hrs$700
ph Pete 050 941309 H,
941203 W

Blitz 155 (exp int) ex cond 10 hrs flying lime purple LE
fluaro orange T & US 2 spare uprights & speed bar for
quick sale $2200 ph SIeve 06 2944546 H, 2804322 W

Western Australia

XT 165 (inl) brand new v cheap ph Mike H 09 4442569 ,
018919576
Combat 2 152 (exp) yellow & black tiger stripes comp
sleeves & exira half battens ex cond ph Dave Wellington
093107100 ,

SKYSAILOR

NEW LOW SUBSCRIPTION RATES
FOR HGFA MEMBERS
HGFA members can now save 66% on normal subscription rates
by taking advantage of our special discount offer.
Only $10.00 will get you 12 issues of Australia's only
specialized aviation advertising publication.

**Keep
abreast of current market prices
Keep up to date with new products
*Trade up or down
* Sell your unwanted bits and pieces
* Monitor job opportunities

*Check on current specials from our regular advertisers

--------------------------~-------------------------Please send me the next 12 issues of Aviation Trader.
Charge my credit card
Mastercard

Visa

Cheque/Money Order enclosed
Bankcard

Amex

Diners Club

Number ............................................ Expiry Date ..................... .
Cardholder's Name ................................................................... .
Subscriber's Name (if different) ................................................ .
Address .................................................................................... .
..................... .................... .................... Postcode ................... .
HGFA Membership No ............................................................. .
Aircraft Owner?

Yes/No

If so, Registration .............. .

Please clip and post to:
Aviation Trader
PO Box 266, Lismore. 2480 NSW
or call our toll free number 1800 025 776
or Fax to (066) 22 2123
(Photocopy this sheet if you do not wish to cut up your magazine)
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UP

ULTRALITE PRODUCTS

"[ cannot imagine another
glider as forgiving or easy
to fly while learning!"
Richard Gallon
Overall World Cup Champion '93

"A glider that offers so
much fun without suffering
in performance. "
Ernst Strobl
European Champion '92
Vice World Champion '93

"With the Kendo, [ can feel
a desire for flying
competitions again!"
Uli Wiesmeier
Overall World Cup Champion '92

A

.

UP also has acomp ete range
of Paragliding accessories
including harnesses, heln ets,
instruments ...

AUSSIE BORN - Danny Scott
7 The Drive
STANWELL PARK NSW 2508
Ph & Fax: 042 943240
Dealer enquiries welcome

